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Background to the seminar 

The European Commission Childcare Network was established as part of the EC 

Second Equal Opportunities Programme; it consists of an expert from each Member 

State and a Co-ordinator. In 1988, the Network produced a major report on childcare 

policies and services throughout the European Community - Childcare and Equality of 

Opportunity. As part of its continuing work, the Network was funded by the 

Commission to organise 4 technical seminars on priority issues - rural families, 

childcare workers with young children (under 4), quality in services and men as carers. 

The specific objective of these seminars was to make recommendations for action for 

the Commission to consider in developing (i)the European Community's Third Equal 

Opportunities Prograrnme, which begins in 1991, and (ii)a Recommendation on 

Childcare, which will form part of the Action Programme to irnplement the Social 

Charter. 

The seminar discussed in this report was concerned with childcare workers in 

services providing for th youngest age group of children, below the age of admission 

to kindergarten or school; in most countries, this means children under 3, but in some 

cases (such as the Netherlands) the age is 4 - hence the title of the seminar. The 

focus on workers with this age group of children followed from the findings of the 

Network's 1988 report which showed that childcare workers, especially with very 

young children, were overwhelmingly women; and that while the pay, conditions, 

training and status of childcare workers was in general poor, "the worst circumstances 

and lowest status are found among workers who mainly care for children under 3". 

The poor conditions and status of these workers is a cause of concern for two 

reasons. First, there are serious implications for women's employment. 

"Childcare, especially of very young children, is devalued work. ThP pay and 

conditions bear no relationship to the importance, contplcxily and dernauds ol 

the work. Like many jobs, it is regarded as unskilled because it is feminised .... 

Because of the poor pay and conditions of so many workers, childcare services 

in Europe contribute to the unequal position of women in the labour market; 
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they are a major source of low earnings and inadequate conditions". 

Second, and equally important, there are adverse consequences for children and 

quality of services. The Childcare Network Report suggested that "poor pay and 

conditions do not encourage high levels of job performance, especially in a job which 

is very demanding (and) are more likely to lead to a high turnover, low morale and 

motivation". Evidence to support this view has recently come from a major American 

research - the National Child Care Staffing Study - which studied over 200 nurseries 

in 5 cities in the United States (a detailed summary of the ruain findings fron1 litis 

study is included in the seminar papers in Appendix 2). 

This American study found clear evidence of poor pay and conditions, with 

"childcare staff (earning) abysmally low wages ... less than half as much as comparably 

educated women". Overall, the quality of the nurseries was assesed as "barely 

adequate". Most significant however was the connection between wages and quality. 

Better quality centres had higher wages; they also had better adult working conditions, 

staff with better education and training and more workers caring for fewer children. 

Pay was also related to staff turnover; overall, staff turnover had nearly trebled 

between 1977 and 1988 and was currently 41°/o a year, but workers earning the lowest 

wages were "twice as likely to leave their jobs as those earning the highest wages". 

Moreover, children who attended lower quality nurseries with more staff turnover were 

less competent in language and social development. The report concludes that "by 

failing to meet the needs of adults who work in childcare, we are threatening not only 

their well-being but that of the children in their care". 

The seminar programme and the preparation of this report 

The seminar on child care workers with young children was held in the 

Netherlands, and organised by the Dutch representative on the Childcare Network, 

l.ieshP.t h Pot, and t tu~ Nt~twork Coordinator, I ,et er Moss. Tlu· serninar had '[/ 

participants, from all Mcrnber States, 6 of whom were members of the Network; a full 



list of participants is provided in Appendix 1. 

The seminar began with a session on the nature of childcare work with young 

children; this was followed by three sessions on various aspects of training, including 

initial and continuous training for workers in childcare centres and training for other 

groups of workers. The morning of the second day had a session on pay and conditions, 

and another on the role of trades unions. In the afternoon, participants divided into 

small working groups to prepare conclusions and recommendations. 

Four written papers were prepared and distributed in advance of the seminar 

(see Appendix 2 for the full texts), while 10 participants were also asked, in advance, 

to prepare specific verbal presentations for the seminar. All participants contributed 

to the discussions during the course of the seminar. 

The final conclusions and recommendations presented below have been prepared 

by the Network members who attended the seminar, drawing on the proposals made 

by the small working groups. In doing this, the Network members were assisted by the 

high level of agreement among the working grouos and between participants from 

different countries, both on general perspectives and specific recommendations. The 

extent of agreement was not only impressive, but suggests the possibility of a 

genuinely 'European' perspective on the subject of workers for childcare services. 

The main conclusions from the seminar 

1.Any discussion about workers in a service. for example about training or pay 

and conditions. must start from a clear concept of the service itself. and the nature 

of the work that needs to be done to meet the objectives of the service. In this case, 

we must ask - what is the purpose of childcare services for young chi1dn~n? What arP 

the tasks that workers must perform? For the services we are considering, one purpose 

is to provide safe and secure physical care for children while their parents are at 

work. In this respect they are an essential requirement for an effective equal 

opportunities policy and to ensure equal treatment between men and women in 



employment. Providing good physical care for children with employed parents 

is very important and necessary - but it is not sufficient. Services must be concerned 

with meeting the full range of children's needs, enhancing their development and 

enriching their experience; they have an educational role, using 'educational' in its 

broadest sense rather than its narrower, more traditional sense of formal learning in 

school. In short, the objective of services should be to improve children's quality of 

life as well as keeping them safe and healthy. Services therefore must be child

oriented - responsive to the individual and collective needs of children - and capable 

of benefitting all children, whether or not their parents are employed. Services should 

also be responsive to the needs of all parents, whether or not they are employed, and 

be able to work in close collaboration and partnership with parents. Finally, European 

societies are diverse - socially, ethnically, culturally - and services must reflect, value 

and be responsive to that diversity. 

This broad concept of services for young children was shared by participants 

from many European countries, even though different terms were used in different 

languages to describe the concept - for example, pedagogy in Danish, accueil educatif 

in French and educacion infantil in Spanish. The existence of these words to describe 

the concept reflects a trend to put the concept into practice, for example in Denmark, 

Spain, and parts of Italy and France. At the same time, certain terms which have been 

used (and still are used) to describe services for young children - for example childcare 

in English, garde des enfants in French, guarderia in Spanish and kinderopvang in Dutch 

- appear inadequate to describe this broad concept. 

This concept of services helps to define some of the main tasks that workers 

in these services have to be able to perform -providing safe and secure carP. 

educational activities and, in general, a child-oriented environment; developing close 

and equal relationships with parents, as a basis for collaboration and support; and being 

responsive to the different needs, circumstances and backgrounds of children and 

parents. 



2. Work with young children that adoots the broad aporoach described in ( 1) 

should be recognised and valued as a professional job. Concerns about possible adverse 

consequences of increased professionalism expressed in one of the written papers 

('Some Thoughts on Problems of more Professionalisation of Childcare') were 
I 

recognised, and require careful attention. They do not however justify rejecting a 

more professional approach to work with young children, based on a high standard of 

initial and continuous training. 

3.The roles of parents and workers are quite different and working with young 

children is very different to being a mother (or father); it is not a job that anyone can 

do well and requires more than love. Workers must have an interest in and liking for 

children, but in addition training is essential. Recognition that work with young 

children is a professional job requires a high level of initial training - at least 3 years 

and at least at the same level as teachers of older children or medical nurses or social 

workers - and the training should be professional rather than vocational. Training 

should involve personal and professional development of theoretical knowledge and 

creative abilities, and close links between theory and practice in a continuous and 

integrated process which enables students to try out in practice what has been learnt 

in theory. 

While training should provide specialised preparation for working with the 0-4 

age group, it should also cover in some detail older children to provide a broader 

perspective on childhood. 

The starting age for initial training should be at least 18, so that students would 

not begin work until 21 at the earliest. 

4.As well as work with children, the job requires work with parents_@ 

particularly imoortant element) and also in and with the local community. The ability 

to work as a rnernhPr of a team is cssent ial; whilt~ workt·• s who move to :-.t·nJoJ 

positions in institutions need the opportunity to learn particular management skills. 

These aspects of the work should be reflected in training. Finally, although 



a high standard of training is necessary, it is important that this should not limit too 

much the range of women and men who are able to get places on training courses. 

Ways need to be found to provide access to initial training for students with good 

potential but who lack the normal academic qualifications - for example, older people 

who want to move into this type of work, and working class or ethnic minority 

candidates who have been failed by the school system. It is irnportant that workers 

with young children reflect the social, ethnic and age composition of the wider 

society, so that for example in areas with a large number of ethnic rninority children 

there are also a substantial number of ethnic minority workers. 

5.After initial training is completed and workers have started in nursery 

centres, continuous training is essential. It is necessary for integrating theory and 

practice, for assisting workers to review, assess and analyze their situation and work, 

and for developing and implementing programmes of work; it provides workers with 

support, stimulation, and identity and helps them to renew their interest in working 

with children and to develop personally and professionally. 

Continuous training can include work at an individual level, with opportunities 

for each worker to go on courses organised outside the context of their particular 

workplace. But it should also be organised at a grQyQ level, in the context of individual 

nurseries and involving all the workers in each nursery. It should be an integral part 

of each institution and the working life of each worker. It should be obligatory for all 

workers, available during working hours and requires appropriate structures and 

resources (as, for example, the system of pedagogical co-ordinators in Northern Italy 

who work with a srnall group of institutions to develop and irnpl£~rncnt c:ont intHHJ~ 

training whkh is undertaken in the 6 hours per week that all staff have for 'non-child' 

work (see seminar paper 'The complex role of day care education staff')). 

6. Valuing the work as a professional job also requires appropriate pay. Trained 

workers should be paid at a level that is at least comparable to workers with a similar 

level of training or of responsibility (for example, a primary school teacher). Workers 
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also need appropriate working conditions, which reflect the value of the work and 

provide a work environment which facilitates good quality work. Relevant conditions 

include: good physical environment; pension rights; paid holidays and sick leave; 

adequate staff:child ratios; time in the working week away from children for 

continuous training, work preparation, meetings with other workers and parents and 

developing community links; and career prospects. 

7.The sort of work with young children envisaged above will primarily take 

place in centres. However in some countries, 'organised childminding' plays an 

important part in publicly-funded services; some parents prefer this form of service 

to a centre and these preferences should be respected. Childminders in such schemes 

should receive pay that reflects the value of the work they do and their level of 

training. Normal employment conditions should also apply, for example paid holidavs 

and sick leave and pension rights. They should receive regular supervision and support 

(visits at least every two weeks from a support worker); opportunities for then1selves 

and the children they work with to meet with other childminders and children; access 

to training programmes; and support with equipment, toys etc. 

8.Recognising the value of work with young children through appropriate 

training. pay and conditions is relatively expensive; good services cannot be provided 

on the cheap. In Denmark, for example, childminders in publicly-funded 'organised' 

schemes with 4 children receive wages that are only slightly lower than trained 

workers in centres ( 12,152 Dkr a month v. 12,855 Dkr); 5 weeks paid holiday; paid sick 

leave; visits l-2 times a month from support workers; the opportunity to meet other 

rninders every week; and free f~quiprncnt and toys. T~u~ cost for a daild is 10,000 I >kr 

a year - lower than the cost of a place in a nursery (for children aged 0-3) but higher 

than a place in a kindergarten (for children aged 3-6). Elsewhere childminding is 

sometimes attractive to Governments because it is regarded as 'low cost'; but as the 

Danish example shows, it can only be 'low cost' (that is substantially cheaper than the 

Danish costs) by reducing pay and conditions to well below the level that would be 

1 



expected by the great majority of workers in the labour force - in other words by 

exploiting the childminders and devaluing their work. 

Parents cannot be expected to pay the full costs of services in which the 

workers receive appropriate pay and conditions; the sum involved is too high. If 

services are left to the private market, then either workers will have poor pay and 

conditions or many parents will be unable to afford good quality provision; inequalities 

in choice and quality will increase. Public funding to cover most of the cost is 

_therefore essential if all children and parents are to have equal access to good quality 

services in which the workers are properly trained and paid and the work is recognised 

and valued as a professional job. Public funding is, however, also justified as the 

expression of social solidarity for families with children and of collective responsibility 

for the welfare and quality of life of children. 

9.There are a number of 'centres of excellence' in services in Europe - for 

t~xampiP, the initial training of workers in Derunark, the developing systeiJl of initial 

training in Spain and the priority access given to unqualified but experienced nursery 

workers, the organisation of continuous training in areas of Northern Italy, the support 

and training for childminders in 'organised' schemes in Denmark and Portugal. It is 

important that future developments encourage a levelling up of services in other parts 

of Europe to the standards of these 'centres of excellence'; any attempt to level down 

should be strongly resisted. 

1 O.Publicly-funded services are essential to provide good quality services to 

children and appropriate pay and conditions to workers (the two aims being related). 

At present however most young children are c:ared for privat Ply, in privat «' nur:-.t ·r if·~ •• 

by nannies but rnostly by childminders or relatives. Such provision cannot be 

immediately replaced by publicly-funded services - the process of developing sufficient 

publicly-funded services to meet demand is likely to take a number of years even if 

there is strong political comrnitment. Moreover some parents will prefer to use private 

solutions, in particular relatives (although the experience of Denmark suggests that the 



number of parents using private solutions drops rapidly if good quality publicly-funded 

services are available; for example, by 1989 the proportion of Danish children under 

3 looked after by relatives and private childnlinders had fallen to just 8°/o and 12% 

respectively, while far more children- 47% - were using the extensive system of high 

quality, publicly-funded services provided in centres and organised childminding 

schemes). 

Private caregivers should be regulated, to ensure minimum standards which will 

protect children frorn hann; and private childmindcrs and relatives should also receive 

supoort from public authorities. including opportunities for training, meeting together. 

the provision of toys and equipment. 

ll.More information is needed about all types of workers with young children 

(including relatives, childminders and workers in centres). to monitor their situation, 

assess changes and to help with planning to ensure an adequate supply of workers in 

the future. Information is needed on age, gender and ethnicity of workers; pay and 

conditions; training; turnover and the reasons workers enter and leave work with young 

children; job satisfaction; future job expectations. This should be seen as part of a 

wide range of information that is regularly needed for the effective management and 

planning of services, including information on parents' use of services and satisfaction 

with services; and the quality of services. The connection between these different 

areas of information needs to be examined and developed - for example between 

information on quality and on workers. 

The American National Child Care staffing Study provides an important model. 

A similar study should be undertaken across the European Community. 12.1n gerHal, 

more research, particularly action research, is needed. There should be close lmks 

between research, practice and training, and between researchers, pr~c.Lit.!Pnf~s ~mlj 

students. The development of theory and knowledge should be based on close coutact 

with centres and should draw on the practice in these centres. 

13.Trades Unions have an important role to play in improving the position of 



workers with young children, but in many cases have neglected this group, either 

failing to recruit them or paying inadequate attention to them as members. Trades 

Unions must be concerned not only with improving pay and conditions, but with 

improving the status of the work with young children through, for example, increasing 

public understanding of the nature and importance of this work. A priority must be to 

establish contact with parents and a close and supportive relationship; while the 

interests of workers and parents are not identical, they have more shared than 

conflicting interests. 

14.Finally, a number of connections need to be re-emphasised. Equal treatment 

for women in employment requires access to provide care for children while their 

parents are at work; this is essential. These services need to be of good quality - in 

the interests of the children, their parents and society as a whole. Good quality 

services need to be concerned with more than physical care and take a broad view of 

children's needs and development; such services should also be available to children 

whose parents are not employed. Good quality services also require the recruitment 

and retention of good quality workers, which in turn requires levels of training, pay 

and conditions that reflect the importance, demands and complexity of the work. This 

in turn will bring increased status, revaluing what has become devalued work. 

Recommendations from the Network members at the seminar 

A. To the Commission 

a.There should be a Directive on Childcare Services, setting as a general 

objective equal access for all children to good quality care and education services. 

This Directive should require Member States to ensure 'appropriate' pay, 

~QD!tLtJ.Q!lS and trainLQK .(Qr__wo~k~f_§__ln thes~ser'{jc<'~, as a nf~cessary condition of 

quality and to ensure equal treatment for this large group of wornen workers. 

'Appropriate pay, conditions and training' should be defined in a guidance 

accompanying the Directive, and should include: 



i.initial training of at least 3 years at the same level as teachers, and with 18 

years being the minimum age of entry; 

ii.continuous training within normal working hours available to and obligatory 

for all workers; 

iii.the pay of trained workers (defined as those with the initial training outlined 

in (i)) to be at least at the same level as workers with similar levels of training 

or responsibility; 

iv .at least 50°/o of workers in centres to be trained. 

v.the pay of untrained workers or of workers with lower levels of training to 

be at a level equivalent to at least 75°/o of trained workers. 

Member States should be given a 5 year transitionary period to implement changes 

required by the Directive. 

b.The Commission should fund a small working group to prepare more detailed 

proposals on the contents and organisation of initial training for workers; this should 

be related to, and preferably be integrated with (in a joint working group), further 

work to define the purpose of services and the definition and developn1ent of quality. 

The group should prepare their final conclusions within 18 months, after having held 

consultations with interested individuals and groups in each Member State. 

The conclusions of this working group should fonn the basis for the guidancl' 

on childcare workers and quality which should accompany a Directive on Childcare 

Services. 

c.The Commission should fund a programme of visits and exchanges between 

workers and oeople involved in the training of workers; and should establish a network 

of innovative projects involved in the training and support of workers. A database of 

information on each project would be established and made readily availablP; 

exchanges would be ntade between projects; and serninars and conferences would he 

organised. This network should be seen as one of several networks, each including 

projects in a particular priority area and closely linked to the existing Childcare 

!! 



Network. 

-- ... ~ ... - ............ ---- ~ ......... - -
~ ~ ........ ~ .... --- ,.._ ~--- ~ 

d.The Commission should undertake the regular collection of information from 

Member States on the position of workers with young children, including training; pay 

and conditions; supply and turnover. 

B.To Member States 

a.Each Member State should develop a comprehensive and coherent policy to 

ensure equal access for all children to good quality care and education· services, with 

a clear timetable for achieving this objective. This policy should include meeting the 

rninimum standards on training and pay proposed above (see I a). 

b.Member States should develop a system for predicting the future demand for 

workers and the anticipated supply, as part of a policy objective of ensuring an 

adequate supply of workers. 

c.Member States should take action to ensure that workers with young children 

reflect the ethnic and social diversity of the areas in which they work. 

d.Member States should provide accessible information to parents about care 

and education services, and take measures to increase parents' awareness of these 

services. 

e.Member States should regulate. supervise and support all forms of privately 

funded childcare services; they should also provide support to grandparents and other 

relatives providing chiJdcare. 

f. Member States should collect information on a regular l!a~i~. qn_r.h~.__h~~JJ>j>ly of 

!:l•~rvj~c_~s for yoUJl1LI!Jj_J_<Jreu (including private services such as grandparents arul 

childrninders); the use parents make of these services, parental satisfaction with 

services and parental preferences; the quality of services; and situation of workers in 

these services. 



3.To Trades Unions 

a.Trades Unions should actively seek to recruit all tyoes of workers with young 

children (and workers with older children). 

b.Trades Unions representing workers with young children in different Member 

states should meet regularly to exchange information and consider developments at a 

European level. 

c.Trades Unions with members who work with young children should examine 

their structures to ensure the participation of these workers (who are overwhelmingly 

women) and the adequate representation of their interests. 
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PROFESSION: CHILDCARE WORKER 

A review of ideas on mothering and professionalisation of the day care and education of 
children. 

Who cares for the children when the parents have to work or study and are not at home? Should 
it be a family care giver or a childcare worker in a childcare centre? What should the task of 
these people be? What qualifications are required? How much should they earn, and what are 
their career prospects?. Answers to these questions will have to be found soon, because 
childcare is without doubt becoming a profession. More and more women an: obliged or would 
like to work outside the home, and not many fathers are willing or even able to take care of the 
children. Moreover, grand-mothers, aunts and neighbours who are ready to look after a child 
are becoming scarce. 

Firstly, the profession of "childcare worker" or "family care giver" is a developing profession. 
When it comes to training, pay, further training, institutions and functions, nothing has been 
fued- everything is still possible. Secondly, childcare workers and family care givers are faced 
with the challenge of forging a professional identity in an area in which the images of "mother", 
"child minder" and "teacher" are already fmnly fixed in people's minds. There are already a 
large number of paid and/or professional educational services. Minding other women's children 
in exchange for remuneration is undoubtedly one .of the oldest jobs. Care for young children 
has been institutionalised for two centuries now, with infant schools, kindergartens, nursery 
schools, day care centres and play groups. Not only have educational expens - teachers, 
psychologists and psychiatrists - have been with us for some time, but modern standards of 
"good mothering" have been greatly influenced by their theories. 

It is against this kaleidoscope of images and the needs associated with them (emotional security, 
status, power and professional earnings) that we have to create a new image of the profession of 
carer for children whose parents work away from home. When discussing the details of this 
new profession, we must take a fresh look at the old cliches of mothering, "child minding" and 
professionalism. The question is and has always been whether the childcare worker should be 
more of a "mother" or a "teacher". Should childcare workers be educationalists with special 
training which makes them more expert on the subject of children than "ordinary" people such as 
parents? Or should it be more of an emotional and personal relationship with the children? And 
if the latter, aren't (semi-)volunteers the best-qualified childcare workers? 

The question of what exactly is meant by "professional" work is often left rather vague: does it 
mean paid work, or work carried out within an official organisation or institution, or work for 
which training is necessary? With the new profession of "childcare worker" we have to 

reconsider all these stereotypes. The aim of this introduction is to examine the assumptions on 
which these stereotypes are based. Particular attention will be paid to "family thinking", the 
creation of a separate children's world and hierarchical relations between mothers 
and experts. The report finally takes a closer look at several models for "childcare workers". 
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1. Mothers and education experts 

I would like to begin by examining the relations between mothers and education expens. In 
theoretical models, the folJowing distinctions are often made: 

Mothers establish a loving relationship with their child, while professionals maintain a more 
distant relationship with the (groups of) mothers/parents and (groups of) children, who 
change over the years. 

Professionals have the advantages of objective knowledge and specialisation, while mothers 
have to fall back on their own experience (if any) and (often) need advice from 
professionals. 

Professionals earn money by taking responsibility for a specialised part of the children's 
education, while mothers at home are not paid for the daily care and attention which they 
bestow on their offspring. 

The relations between mothers and professional workers have developed over the years, and 
have also had an impact on the care of children outside the home. In order to give a more 
specific idea, I would like to briefly discuss the history of professional involvement in childcare 
in the UK and the Netherlands 1. 

The image of the professional educator was born of the thinking of the Enlightenment and the 
belief in the superiority of science. Beginning in the 18th century, cenain pedagogues, 
psychologists and social reformers dreamed of a better society, thanks to the contribution of 
science to education. According to these Enlightenment thinkers9 the child is naturally "good", 
and if it is educated properly, society will improve. According to the 19th century pedagogues, 
the effects of early experience are so strong that any bad influence must be guarded against from 
the very youngest age. This assertion directly questions the competence of the parents, the 
mother in particular. If early experiences can be so devastating, dare we entrust education to a 
mother at all? 

The answers to this question show that even today, educational experts are an1bivalent towards 
mothers. On the one hand, mothers are put on a pedestal: a good mother makes a positive 
contribution to society through the way in which she brings up her children. On the other, 
mothers are pilloried for the "bad behaviour of their children", i.e. truancy, indiscipline, 
behavioural and psychological problems. For two centuries now, educational expens have 
searched for ways to teach parents "the right way to bring up their children", preferably 
without intervening directly in tbe family upbringing. 

Mothers were taught, and still are today, how a "healthy" child "normally" develops, through 
mothers' group and "parenting" courses. Today, people accept advice and outside inspection by 
consulting centres, regarding the physical and psychological development of their children. 
Chi1dcare centers are also seen as a means of distributing expen advice, enabling the family 
upbringing to be corrected or complemented. I will come back to this subject later. 
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However, before going further I should emphasise that the relation between ex pens and mothers 
was seen as hierarchical, even though the mother remained responsible for the daily upbringing 
of the children. In concrete terms, mothers were supposed to apply what the expens already 
knew better in theoretical terms. Also, mothers and children from deprived backgrounds were 
in need of specialist assistance and outside inspection. Middle class mothers took an interest, 
and still do, in scientific knowledge concerning children and their upbringing: motherhood as an 
alternative career, in other words. 

A second factor in the growing involvement of professionals with children is the separation of 
the family and paid work. From the 18th century onwards, growing numbers of mothers 
were responsible for looking after the children and for the housework, while the fathers 
practically disappeared from the children's lives. At the same time, it became more and more 
difficult for children to "grow into" the external, adult and masculine world outside the family. 
Thus we have the appearance of a "separate children's world", which had to be "educationally" 
filled with games, teaching aids etc. In our civilisation, the prototypes of the separate children's 
world are the playroom in the homes of the better off, and the school. Pre-school education was 
then created in order to ftll the gap which had appeared between the family environment and the 
schooVoutside world. 

The development of educational techniques for filling this "children's world" was not an easy 
task. What do you do with a class of 20 to (gulp!) 600 small children crammed into a single 
room? It took a century or so before construction games, dressing up wardrobes, dolls' houses, 
play/teaching aids, developmental games etc. made their appearance in educational 
establishments for young children. Educational experts played a very important pan in 
developing educational techniques specially for young children. Examples are Pestalozzi, 
Frobel, Montessori and Isaacs, to mention only some of the "greats". 

This "small child pedagogy" made its way bit by bit into family life. As the outside world 
became more and more hostile to children because of traffic, mothers felt the need to have games 
and to be familiar with educational techniques in order to occupy their children and stimulate 
their development Furthermore, the "experts" proclaimed that mothers needed their advice (see 
the frrst of the factors quoted regarding the involvement of educational expens). 

And so in this way the assistance and control of the experts panly replaced the assistance and 
control of the family or neighbours. 

2. "Child-oriented" versus "mother-oriented" childcare centres. 

Childcare centres and pre-primary schools were in many cases been established as a means of 
influencing and extending the family upbringing and filling the gap between the world of the 
family and the outside/school world. This is obvious when we look at the types of "extra
familial" services with administrators and educationalists considered positive, and still consider 
positive today, namely: 
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Childcare centres which provide basic education, such as infant schools and kindergartens 
in the 19th century, together with various nursery schools and day care centtes in the 20th. 
The ages of admission and the opening hours have varied, from full time from the age of 
one to several hours per week for children admitted to an educational/day care service. 
These were often meant specifically to prepare the children for school. Nowadays, it seems 
that "stimulating" a child's development within a group and under the guidance of an ex pen 
is an obligatory addition to family upbringing, representing the frrst step to a social life (at 
school) outside the family environment 

Childcare centres whose aim was or is to compensate for the failings of the family life of 
children from lower social classes or ethnic minorities. One of the main objectives of infant 
schools in the 19th century, for example, was to combat criminality and immorality by 
getting the children out of the parental environment as soon as possible. In our own 
century, during the sixties and seventies there was a boom in "compensatory education" in 
childcare centres. Even today, great importance is attached in the Netherlands to childcare 
services for children of minorities, in order to inculcate Dutch language and customs from 
the very earliest age. 

Childcare centres whose aim is to prevent, detect and solve problems to do with children's 
upbringing, through expert monitoring and assistance. For example, one panicular aim of 
kindergartens in the 19th century and nursery schools in the present century was and is to 
suppon mothers by organising parent meetings, family visits and coffee mornings. In the 
Netherlands, play centres are considered important as "fmding spots" for problem children. 
The theory is that within the closed family circle, cenain problems of child development 
may not be apparent. A few hours of social contact outside the family circle are therefore 
essential in the life of the child 

All those childcare centres whose objectives are to improve, correct or complement the family 
education in cases where the mother remains at home are often termed child-oriented. They 
are aimed in panicular at (improving) the education and development of the child. As a general 
rule, they are appreciated and well received. However, they are vulnerable in periods of 
rationalisation or economic recession. In the Netherlands, for example, during the depression of 
the 1930s the age of admission to pre-primary schools was raised from 3 to 4 years (Clerkx, 
1984 ). Similarly, in the late 1980s, the right of access to education from the age of 4 became the 
subject of heavy controversy, under the pressure of rationalisation measures (Pot, 1988). 

By contrast, all those care centres for children whose mothers work outside the 
home have been resisted or kept to tbe margins, until very recently. The flTSt "day care 
centres" were set up around 1950. They were meant for children whose mothers had to work 
for financial reasons or who were not able to keep their children for a whole day long, for 
psychological reasons or because of a physical handicap. They were in fact "emergency 
services", at least up until 1970. Around that time, things staned to change. Feminists 
demanded childcare facilities as a fundamental right. Mothers with young children wanted to go 
on working, and demanded the right to economic independence. During the 70s and 80s, the 
government and private industry in Britain and the Netherlands took a rather dim view of these 
claims, at the very most proposing a small extension of the creche system. 
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As for the educational experts, they were at frrst shocked. A child should not be sacrificed for 
the mother! Too early a separation with the mother could have consequences for the child's 
development. Such facilities would not be child-oriented but instead mother-oriented. 
Instead of providing "education" they would provide "care" (in Dutch, the tenn used is 
"opvang" - literally "catching" - implying that something has fallen, is out of balance or has been 
thrown away). During the 1970s, studies of the effects of keeping children in care centres 
betrayed a double standard towards child-orientation and mother-orientation. On the one hand, 
studies were aimed at discovering the positive effects of childcare centres on the intellectual 
development of deprived children - not much was expected of mothers from lower social 
classes! On the other, in the case of children with working mothers, research was aimed at 
trying to fmd negative effects on emotional development. Mter all, mothers should stay at 
home! In both cases, research concentrated on children attending care centres half-time or full
time from the age of one upwards. 

3. The influence of old stereotypes on the new profession 

What does the history of expert and institutional involvement with young children have to do 
with the modem profession of "childcare worker"? As I understand it, it reveals a cenain 
number of assumptions and stereotypes which form obstacles for the new profession. I would 
like to deal with these one by one. 

3.1 Family with mother at home 

Until recently, government policy and most scientific thinking concerned with young children 
shared the same starting point: both took it as self-evident that mothers should remain at home. 
The task of the professionals was to concentrate on educational sub-specialisms: "pre-school 
education", "stimulating", "compensating", and guiding the education of the children through 
the education of the mother. Tenderness, emotional relationships, care and education in the 
broader sense remained the privilege of the mother. This model (i.e. the mother at home) was 
superceded with the creation of services for caring for children with working mothers or 
parents. I needn't dwell on the hue and cry that followed. All those who have had anything 
even remotely to do with childcare have experienced the negative reactions. At the moment, the 
tide is turning in the Netherlands, but the accent is still on "care" (or "catching", in Dutch). Only 
rarely has it been admitted that if a child spends three or four days away from home, then the 
parents are in fact delegating part of their children·s education. 

3.2 Day care : un(der)paid women's work 

The importance which many experts attach to the very early years is inversely proponional to the 
wages of mothers and their substitutes. Caring for children is frrst and foremost a work of love 
for mothers at home. Mothers do not earn anything for their care work; instead rhey arc 
maintained by the breadwinner or receive an allowance. The financial recompense of substitute 
carers such as childcare workers and family care givers is not much better. In the Netherlands 
they often paid the minimum wage or even much less. The working conditions are often bad. 
Childcare workers and family care givers have hardly any career prospects. In other words, 
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educating children is under-valued women's work. Only trained experts with well-defined 
specialisations in education were and are in some cases well-paid. 

Now that more and more mothers are working away from home, the financial wonh of the 
mother's contribution is now becoming apparent for the fU"St time. One unavoidable question in 
the future debates about the quality of childcare will be: bow much are we prepared to pay 
for our children's education?. Or, what is good care for our children wonh to us? 

3.3 Recognition, status and hierarchy 

Childcare workers will probably agree unanimously that their work breaks the mould of 
traditional family upbringing and that it should be reasonably paid. They will be much less 
unanimous when it comes to the question of qualifications. Untrained childcare workers and 
family care givers have hardly any status. In the past, the professional status of salaried 
educational experts was always linked to their training, objective knowledge and specific 
qualifications. We are all familiar with the problems associated with this model: academic 
arrogance, distancing from parents, and too little personal knowledge of and involvement with 
the parents and children.· For the moment, efforts are being made to fill the gap between ex pens 
and parents by means of assistance, professional reorientation and education. However, the 
results are far from satisfactory. The root of the problem is what do we mean by "expert"? 
What son of "expertness" do we expect of the new childcare workers and family care givers 
who take over responsibility for part of the children's education when the mother works away 
from home? 

3.4 A separate children's world 

We are used to dividing children into categories according to their ages, without reference to the 
social context in which they grow up. Very young children and their mothers are relegated to 
the margins of society. Now, thanks to childcare facilities, mothers have more chance of 
making contacts and finding work away from the family circle. But what are the consequences 
of this for the family care givers and for the children themselves? Granted, childcare centres 
enable women to widen their social contacts, but the children run the risk of becoming even 
more isolated in a totally artificial "children's world" (Liljestrm, 1983). We already accept that 
children do not have any idea about what their father does, but should household work also 
disappear from their lives? After all, one of the tasks of educationalists and educational 
organisations is to introduce children to the world about them. 

4. The childcare worker as mother 

According to some, such as Monika Jaeckel (1990), we should beware of creating a different 
son of expert. In her argun1cnt, Jaeckel leads a direct attack on the model of the professional 
pedant. According to her, children realJy need love and affection. However, you don't get 
degrees in love and affection. On the contrary, academic knowledge creates barriers between the 
childcare worker and the children and their parents. As an alternative model, she offers the 
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childcare worker as loving, caring mother. Jaeckel prefers semi-volunteers who spend a 
couple of years working with children. This is the maximum period, as it is just not possible to 
keep building up personal bonds with new children. Any longer, and you bum out. Monika 
Jaeckel is not the only one to defend this opinion. A British researcher, Barbara Tizard (1986) 
also prefers the mother as the model for childcare workers. In her discussions of childcare 
workers' qualifications she bases her conclusions to a great extent on Bowlby's attachment 
theory. This deals with the long-term relationship between childcare worker (substitute 
mother) and child, i.e the mother/parent-child relationship. According to a small-scale study 
carried out in the Netherlands, childcare workers and family care givers in baby groups attach a 
great deal of importance to the close bond that develops between them and the child, and 
separation can sometimes be very painful (Meeuwig, 1989). Some childcare workers go as far 
as to say tha~ as mothers, they would never leave their child with someone else. 

This position has the advantage of being very close to the point of view of parents in the 
Netherlands, and certainly in other countries as welL Unfonunately, I have not been able to fmd 
any statistics on how many parents actually share this viewpoint. However, the idea of giving 
children a place in society once more through semi-professional care cenainly has its attractions, 
with local adults caring for children in small facilities, instead of institutions which are liable to 
become a "separate children's world". 

However, this model also has its faults. There will sometimes, perhaps too often, be sudden 
breaks in the child-adult relationships, as a result of people moving, changes in employment and 
changes in the group. The childcare workers and family care givers must maintain relationships 
not only with the children but also with the parents. "Shared mothering" does not fit the 
traditional role of mother. This may lead to confusion of roles and to tension between the 
substitute mother and the real mother or parents. Moreover, in a childcare facility, a childcare 
worker does not look after just one or a few children as at home, but a group of eight to twelve 
children, and therefore has to employ different educational techniques. I will come back to this 
later. 

But before leaving the present point, it should emphasised that some parents reject the childcare 
worker-as-mother model, as to them smacks too much of the traditional mother image which 
they reject. Nevertheless, too sharp a distinction between "practical" and "academic" knowledge 
also poses problems. Mothers' and parents' ideas about "strong bonds" and "loving 
relationships" are doubtless greatly influenced by the theories of Bowlby, Winnicott and many 
others who in the past have condemned childcare services. 

5. The childcare worker as group teacher 

Another model for the role of ch~ldcare worker is that of "teacher" or "educator" of a group of 
children. Lilian Katz's article "Mothering and Teaching" (1980) presents an example of this 

. model. Like Monika Jaeckel, Lilian Katz highlights the problems of bum-out among chiJdcare 
workers. She looks for a solution in the opposite direction, namely a clearer distinction between 
the roles of mother and teacher. 
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Katz takes as her starting point the differences between mothers and childcarc workers, as 
regards both their position and their working conditions. Teachers are trained for the job, unlike 
mothers. Teachers deal with a group of children, in collaboration with colleagues, in an 
environment specially created for children. They devote all their time and energy to the children, 
but they also impose restrictions and regulations for the times of sleeping, eating and admission. 
A mother, by contrast, deals with only one or two children in an environment which must also 
serve the other family members (the adults). Mothers have more leeway for improvisation, but 
are restricted by their household tasks and other obligations. 

The emotional relationship is also different Parents establish a permanent relationship with their 
children, whereas the child care worker - child relationship is only temporary. Child care 
workers are aware of this, and so take care to distance themselves from the children. 

In her article, Katz attempts to defme a number of dimensions which differentiate mothers from 
childcare workers; according to her, such differences are necessary. The parent-child 
relationship should aim at "optimum attachment", "optimum irrationality" and "optimum 
spontaneity". The teacher-child relationship by contrast should aim at "optimum detachment", 
"optimum rationality" and "optimum intentionality". According to Katz, the devotion of parents 
to their children is irreplaceable. Children know that their parents will do anything for them, and 
that they can always count on their parents. As Katz sees it, childcare workers should offer a 
more rational, more stable and more predictable environment, which will give children the 
emotional peace necessary to play with each other. 

According to Katz, role confusion can cause a great deal of trouble. Child workers run the risk 
of serious errors when they advise mothers or parents to be more rational and organised than 
they naturally are in their relations with their child. Such advice is liable to undermine the 
confidence of mothers or parents in their own parenting skills. Conversely, childcare workers 
who want to "mother" invest too much of themselves and bum out too quickly. 

Katz's viewpoint presupposes that childcare workers should develop their own field of 
specialised knowledge and qualifications. To give a specific example: in the Netherlands, the 
theory of attachment is very much in vogue at the moment Mothers and parents are taught that 
they should react sensitively, promptly and appropriately to the signals given by their children. 
This will promote fmn attachment between child and parents, which is essential in order to 
provide a basis of confidence. The essence of the attachment theory is the parent/child two-way 
relationship. 

What is liable to happen if we give childcare workers the same advice as we give to mothers? 
They will probably get the idea they have to build up a one-to-one relationship with all children, 
and will always fail. It is just not possible to treat eight children as if your were alone with each 
one. Moreover, the real task of the childcare worker as teacher, namely to create a congenial 
group situation in which their is still plenty of space for individual children, would have to take 
second place. Childcare workers provide a daily routine, with group rules and opponunity for 
play, so enabling children to fit into the group and the routine. They teach children how to deal 
with rivalry, quarrels, joy and celebration. They institute little rituals for saying goodbye, and 
so on. Childcare workers are constantly concerned with educating children within a gnlllp. 
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The viewpoint of Katz is probably also shared by childcare workers and parents in the 
Netherlands. The study previously quoted (Meeuwig, 1989) showed that most childcare 
workers hesitate between the "mother" model and the more distant model of the trained childcare 
worker with special tasks and responsibilities. 

But Katz's model also has its disadvantages. It is more suited to group education in day care 
centres than to family care facilities. The professional knowledge which her model implies is 
available in the Netherlands at the level of individual day care centres, but it is not very 
systematised or transferable. 

Another problem is that in her model, day care centres can become artificial children's worlds or 
"playschools", in which children and toddlers have to fit into a group programme at a very early 
age. I am not sure to what extent the model is applicable to baby care. Also, the fonnal 
defmition of roles may mean that parents will miss the infonnal confidence of more "motherly" 
carers. 

6. Shared education 

In both of the models of childcare worker or family care giver just described, the essential 
element is the relationship between carer and child. The task of the carer is defined as working 
with children. Personally, I find this definition much too narrow. At least three groups are 
involved in childcare, each with their own interests: parents, children and the carers themselves. 
As I see it, the quality of child care provision depends to a great extent on the quality of the 
cooperation between parents and childcare workers, especially where very young children are 
involved. In contrast to schoolchildren, babies and toddlers cannot make any clear distinction 
between what happens at home and what happens at school or in the day care centre. For 
example, a baby's life is largely determined by biorhythms such as eating and sleeping. 
Therefore there has to be consultation between family and institution about afternoon naps (so 
that the children are still manageable at home in the evening) and about bedtimes at home (if they 
are too late, then the children are impossible at the day care centre). In the Netherlands thrrc: is 
now a debate going on about the minimum number of days per week children should go to the 
day care centre. The childcare workers prefer three or four set days, in order to be able to create 
a group. On the other hand, some parents who only work one or two days a week do not see 
why they should have to send their children to the care centre oftener than this. 

The effect of childcare centres is to open up the closed, private family circle a little, expanding 
and enriching the world both of the children and of the parents. But this poses a new question, 
namely who takes care of which aspects (Katz, 1980b)? 
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7. Other models of childcare worker 

So far, we have looked at three models for the chlldcare worker, namely the mother, the teacher 
and education sharer. However, these are by no means the only models. We are also 
familiar with the model of the childcare worker or family care giver as cbild minder, whose 
main tasks are changing nappies, feeding, putting to bed making sure that no accidents occur. 
In the Netherlands, this model is not popular either with child workers or with parents. Carers 
in day centres complain that their work degenerates into simple child minding when too few 
carers have to look after too many children, for example when staff are ill. More is probably 
expected from family care givers and from "ordinary" mothers, for example, attention, 
stimulation, .holding conversations and so on. 

Yet another model is the expert assistant for parents. In the Netherlands, this model is to be 
found in policy documents dealing with the prevention of educational problems. Here, the task 
of the childcare worker is to provide low-level help and to give early warning of problem 
behaviour. This model fits the old hierarchical picture of mothers/parents on the one hand and 
experts on the other. The childcare workers are the lowest-ranking in the whole network of 
expert helpers around parents and children. It is not known to what extent this picture is shared 
in practice by parents, childcare workers and family care givers. 

Finally, there is the model of the teacher who stimulates and educates the children in a planned 
way in a group situation. This model has already appeared indirectly under the heading of 
"group teacher". It is probable that, for many parents in the Netherlands, this model is only 
acceptable to parents of children aged three, four and upwards. 

8 •. Conclusions 

From all of the above it will be obvious that it is impossible to define a unified model of the 
profession of "childcare worker". Parents have varying wishes and preferences, which again 
vary according to the ages of the children. The supply has to match the demand. However, on 
the basis of the above, we can defme some basic principles and points of conflict. 

1. Educational work must be reasonably paid, even if family care givers, for example, have 
not received any special training for their work. Caring properly for children, and 
cooperating or maintaining good contact with the parents is complex, demanding work 
which demands recognition. 

2. Professionalisation of education (i.e. salaried work, and/or work in institutions and/or 
carried out by trained personnel) brings many problems and pitfalls for which solutions will 
have to be found. Examples are the obvious hierarchy between trained expens and parents; 
the exclusion of parents from an important pan of the education of their children; too close 
or too distant a relationship with the children; and even greater isolation of children in a 
separate children's world. 
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3. More job profiles for child carers will have to be developed, with appropriate training 
requirements. Parents should be able to choose a particular type of childcare, based on their 
own concepts of education and shared parenting. Funhennore, the choice on offer should 
vary to take account both of the locality and of the target groups (parents and children). 

4. "Shared education" is something new in our culture. If we want to ensure quality, we have 
to make concessions and recognize the value both of family upbringing and education by 
family care givers and day care centres. New traditions of education will have to be 
developed. 

Parents will have to acquire new knowledge and skills for collaborating with child carers 
and family care givers, and learn how to judge them and watch what they are doing. 

The same applies to child carers and family care givers. They must learn how to work in 
the three-way relationship with parents and children. Funhennore, childcare workers in 
day centres will have to Jearn new pedagogical techniques for working with children just a 
few months old. 

Note This evaluation is based on the historical-theoretical study of the mother-child 
relationship and education outside the family: Elly Singer (1989). An English translation 
of this study is due to be published in 1991 by Routledge, London/New York. For the 
sake of readability, I have kept the number of notes to a strict minimum. 
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Monika Jaeckel, EC Childcare Network, FRG. 

SOME THOUGHTS ON PROBLEMS OF 
MORE PROFESSIONALISATION OF CHILDCARE 

Prepared for the workshop of the EC Childcare Network in Oud Poelgeest, Leiden, 
The Netherlands. Spring 1990 

The wave of professionalisation in childcare, which in West-Germany staned its climb in the seventies, 
has come to a turning point 
The question we face today in the FRG is high fluctuation of (highly qualified) childcare-workers, the 
phenomenon of professional "burn out" after 3-5 years of childcare work and a shonage of childcare 
workers, also prevalent for instance in countries like Sweden, where childcare standards are among the 
highest in all of Europe. 

The basic underlying problem is how to make a profession out of a love relationship - because that is 
what child-rearing is basically about 
What qualifies a person to enter into a wann, open and emotional relationship with a child? To be open 
to dialoque, to read the messages a child sends, to grow with the growth of the child? 

A problem of professionalisation in childcare is the concept of qualification we have developped in 
industrial society, leading away from person care. Basically, in our society, dealing with machines, 
systems and technology is considerd more qualified than dealing with people. 
In health care, for instance, professionalisation has led to the supervision of machines that document 
functions of the human body. This is considered as higher qualified than talking to the patient, touching 
the patient, relating to their needs as a person. 

In childcare, the farther away you are in dealing directly with the children, the higher qualified you will 
be likely to be, working with administrative aspects of childcare or- at the top of the hierarchy - dealing 
with theories of socialisation and childcare. Often it can be the least qualified personelJ in a childcare 
institution who supply the emotional warmth, the attentiveness, the caring atmosphere necessary for 

quality childcare. 

Qualification doesn't necessarily prevent a childcare worker to develope a caring attitude towards 
children, just as unqualified personell do not automatically portray this quality. It seems to be, however, 
to a large degree a personality trait that makes a good childcare worker, something developed in life, not 
in school. 

The universal low-paying status of childcare work in industrial societies is based on a qualification 
concept that devalues what dealing with people is all about. Therefore strategies trying to raise the status 
of the profession by introducing more qualification run into problems and paradox. 
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For instance, one problem of an increasing professionalisation is the tendency of specialisation, status 
and hierarchy that comes with the package, creating a distance to the parents. 

The problems of professionalisation in social work generally have led to the growing impact of self-help 
groups, whose succes is often based on unhierarchical structures, the reevaluation of experience as 

competence and an atmosphere of friendship and closeness. 

In the field of childcare the parent initiated childcare groups are strongly motivated by the whish of 
parents to reflect and extend their competence in child-rearing by being involved in childcare, by the 
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exchange of experiences, knowledge, observations and ideas that is generated by participating in group 1 · 

childcare. 

Qualification and professionalisation can create barriers towards the parents, towards acknowledging 
their competences in child-rearing; competences which stem from living with children, from relating to 
then1 on a day to day basis and not from a certificate. 

The experience that stems from practice, from experience, from life is devalued in our society, and the 
actual compentence (unqualified) parents developpe from their relationships to their children can 
threaten the professional identity of childcare workers, whose school-based cenificate not always serves 
as a base of security in dealing with practical issues and situations in children's groups and in actually 
relating to children. 

A devensive and protective attitude towards the professional status can evolve from experiences of 
insecurity and ambiguity of what and who qualifies for childcare. After all, what do people go to school 
for, if it doesn't give them status? 
This can hinder a cooperative attitude and relationship towards parents since a productive cooperation 
can only thrive on the mutual acknowledgement and evaluation of respective competences and 
experiences of both the professionals and the parents and not on a hierarchical teacher-scholar, expert
dilettant or professional-client basis. 

In West-Germany there is much debate currently about the refonn of social services, about reducing 
negative effects of professionalism. The essence seems to be that the danger of alienation and 
indifference of bureaucratic attitudes is linked to institutions themselves and to professionaJlongtenn 
work in institutions. The greatest structural problem of professional carework is the lack of personal 
involvement; involvement which is difficult to repeat over and over again with changing generations of 
children. 

One perspective being develloped in this discussion is to introduce more elements of non-professional 
but paid care-work. Cooperation of professionals with pan-time or short-tenn involvement of women in 
the neighborhocxL young men doing civil service instead of going to the anny etc. 

A cooperative and peer relationship to parents and unprofessional care-givers is an integral pan of a 
stronger orientation and opening towards the community, something which is being discussed as of '" 
growing importance for the future of childcare. The erosion of community life and neighborhood 
networks in modern society is an erosion of care, being felt increasingly by the elderly, but also by the 
children in our society. 
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The separation of public and private spheres in industrial society has led to the exclusion of children 
from public life. Children are considered private - a part of family life - in as much as adults are 
concerned and are ghettoized in specific children's worlds of childcare when adults are attending to 
other matters, or when they are to be trained for adult life (pre-school and school). This has led to a lack 
of consideration for children in public life and to an erosion of common practice and know-how in 
dealing with children. 

The story of the passer by, who comes running to the parents to inform them that their child is 
drowning in the river and that they should do something, instead of reaching out a hand to pull the child 
out of the water to save it from drowning, is unfortunately no joke. 

Institutional childcare can become a focus in revitalising neighborhoods, in recreating community life 
and in reintegrating children into public and adult life, if effons are made towards opening institutional 
childcare to cooperation with parents, with self-help and grass root groups in the community, with 
"unprofessional" childcare workers like day-care mothers and grandmothers- in West-Germany still the 
largest category of childcare for working parents. Such a process involves stepping down from status, 
hierarchy and specialist positions connected with professionalisation. 

To sum up: maybe the direction of the discussion on professionalisation should tum from providing 
more professionals in childcare to providing better conditions in society under which both professional 
childcare workers and unprofessional childcare workers such as parents, grandparents and citizens, can 
develope their potentional and stronger culture of care and caring for children. Qualification and training 
should be developed on the basis of support and awareness for the relationship and personality aspects 
of dealing with children. 
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Report by Laura Restuccia Saitta 
Head of the Department of Day-Care Centres of Modena 
Emilia - Romana 

THE COMPLEX ROLE OF DAY-CARE EDUCATION STAFF 

The definition of the education role of day care centres, the need to launch a comprehensive, 
well structured permanent vocational training programme and the creation of reference education 
(Co-ordipation) structures to chart the requisite methodological strategies for retraining projects' 
are the key planks of a policy platform for improving day care services. These planks were 
defmed during the conference on "The Educational and Social Values of Day Care Centres" 
organised by the Emilia - Romana Region in October 1979. 

In the wake of this conference, a permanent training programme got under way in a systematic 
manner. With a view to redifming the role of day-care centre educators, it provides harmonious 
conditions to ensure quality day care service in Emilia Romana for the years to come. 

The professional competence of a day-care educator is not easy to define. More specifically, 
what makes this job difficult is not only having to apply theoretical training and education theory 
in daily practice, but also and especially because educating such young children (0 to 3 years of 
age) requires, in addition to professional skills, in-depth knowledge of methods, contents, 
cultural value and information disseminated in daily activities. 

Furthermore, the image of the day care educator is still suffering from numerous cultural 
preconceptions and stereotypes heavily scented with "charismatic" reference models based on 
dedication, emotional commitmen4 a capacity to feel love for the children; the latter deemed 
the prodominant prerequisite high and above over any ability to perform this type of activity 
properly. These cliches refer to a role model for women and their "maternal instict" that can 
temporarily replace a mother, rather than a professionally trained individual with the requisite 
skills to assume responsibility and its education role. 

In a day-care centre, the actual work of educators is made all the more difficult and complex 
because of the nebulous character of education directives, which often cannot be translated into 
practical activities, materials and games. What characterises this type of work, is more the way 
an activity is suggested, a style of communication needed to give the education dimension 
concrete form, so that a more favourable inter-personal context can be created, as well as a 
meaningful relational communication to make the suggested game attractive, interesting and 
worth considering. 

We must also underscore that often, children arrive at the day care centre when barely three 
months old, and consequently the centre can, like the family home, be considered as the place 
where a child begins to develop his or her identity through the relation between the ego and what 
lies outside that ego, i.e. the environment and the others. 
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The educator must therefore be capable of an art of communication that will project him or her as 
an "emotional receptacle" for the child's anxieties; of restructuring the relational field without 
any emphasis on and absolute certainty of his or her own world view and perspective, but on 
the contrary, of taking into account and reflecting the needs and emotions of a child 

The numerous research studies on the topic have revealed that a child is capable of 
differentiating feelings of attachment so as to identify clearly all individuals that enter his or her 
universe, from the parents to other members of the family to day-care centre education staff. 

Making oneself identifiable, interesting, significant, a point of existential refere11ce for a child, 
requires great observation skills to pick up the most imJX,>rtant signals that manifest the needs of 
a child and to orient one's educational work accordingly. 

Permanent vocational training 

In light of the foregoing, permanent vocational training can be considered as a required 
methodology, one that helps render the educative setting lllOre comprehensible, while making it 
easier to draw up a restructuring strategy where the agents are the education actors themselves. 
This approach rebuffs traditional training programmes which are not only irregular, but with 
education modules and curricula often rigidly defined by "experts," remaining thus abstract 
because they are remote from the real education needs and problems without any application in 
practice. 

We must avoid the models transmitted and received passively, the dichotomy between theory 
and practice, the frustrations arising from an inability to translate theoretical training into 
practical organisation. It is better to promote meetings and comparisons between different 
models, the juxtaposition of scientific research and research conducted on the field by the actors 
themselves, so that the experiment can develop and progress as it finds confirmation within the 
group of actors. ( 1) The latter can then suggest it in a wider circle consisting of educators and 
parents in a reciprocal process of training and dialogue. This example of training based on the 
group (the collective body of educators) affords an opportunity to create group identity, 
to get a better grasp of the duties of each and everyone who feels supponed by theoretical 
training and practical education emerging from a responsible relationship with the children, 
colleagues and parents. 

The quality of service depends on qualified staff who have a crucial role to play in relations with 
the family. This does not mean that they should encourage the latter to delegate authority and 
lose its prerogatives in the child's upbringing; but quite the contrary, on having them share the 
educative experience together with the knowledge and cultural dynamics of early childhood. 

(1} In Italy, Law 1044 of 1971 which established municipal day-care centres stipulates that the 
educational action and programming of educational activities in day care centre fall under a 
coll~ctive body consisting of educations and assisting staff who participate in drawing up the 
cumculum. 
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A competent, responsible educator acts as a mediator of a the experiences and relations a child is 
cultivating and a source of new balance between the children, the family and the day-care centre. 

The responsibility for bringing up and educating children must be shared. We must break with 
the dictates of tradition whereby the family is the trustee of feelings whereas institutions take 
care of teaching and instruction. 

Nor should the educator's capacity to assume his or her role be taken for granted under any 
circumstances, given the problems he or she has to confront each and every day. 

The educational work cannot be based on abstract theories and cultural stereotypes. Educators 
feel an increasing need with each day that passes for an educational curriculum based on reality, 
on familiarity with the social and cultural environment in which they operate, as well as on the 
child's background with its rich array of experiences, needs, emotional relationships -- all of 
which should be taken into consideration. 

For these reasons, they cannot carry out their tasks without being thoroughly familiar not only 
with cultural and theoretical data, but also with the child's relationships and experiences, of 
which the educator him/herself is an integral part. 

These various reflections should necessarily lead us to consider vocational training as one of the 
preconditions of the educational programme at a day-care centre. 

Staff retraining must in turn be considered as an integral part of the organised service offered by 
day care centres. It must not acquire either an exceptional or an occasional character if it is to 
contribute to the preparation of an educational work progrannne, where the educators can define 
the conditions, methods, actions, objectives, materials and supervisory instruments. 

This concept of training does not mean that theoretical knowledge can be done away with; on the 
contrary, once translated and convened into a working hypothesis, it becomes an integral, 
indeed vital part of the educational progrannne. 

Whereas the contents of the training provided by the Education Co-ordination or by outside 
expens (where necessary) are discussed by all involved, when compared to the prevailing 
conditions in the field, it means that education staff are afforded an opportunity to rework and 
reorganise infonnation, conven it into knowledge and include it in the group's curriculum. 

In shon, considerations relative to permanent training mean that education staff must have the 
appropriate instruments to decipher their working environment, so as to be able to interpret i~ 
chan a common education course for all operatives in the same day care centre, implement it 
with due monitoring and work towards improving educational techniques and honing their own 
professional skills. 
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Educational Co-ordination or day-care centres: 
Role and tasks 

The Educational co-ordination of day-care centres is a very innovative instrument for the 
programming, study, organisation, monitoring and recapitulation of the educational programme; 
indeed, it ensures the continuity of the day-care educational experiment. 

There is a close link between the tasks of educational co-ordination and the objectives set for 
day-care centres. More specifically, if we accept that the quality criteria on which day care 
centres rely as educational institutions are linked to the organisation of service, the educational 
progran1me and the professional skills of educators, it is worth underscoring that the role of 
such co-ordination and its action programme are in tum based on three quality vectors. 

In view of the fact that permanent training for educators given in groups is a significant choice 
since it can analyse and inspect the education programme simultaneously, the capital importance 
of a co-ordination team becomes apparent. Such a team can ensure that permanent training 
experin1ents continue while becoming a point of reference for educators. 

Its role consists of organising retraining programmes while seeking, together with education 
stafC of ways to meet actual needs even more thoroughly. The co-ordination team also 
participates in drawing up the curriculum and in determining the methodology to be applied in 
the experiments. 

Nevertheless, it is worth underscoring in particular the role of the co-ordinator of a permanent 
training scheme beyond the guidelines set out for programming, experimentation and monitoring 
of an educational programme. 

Training in groups requires the creation of an area where discussion can pinpoint elements likely 
to enhance or undermine a relationship (both between adults and with children), and in general, 
growth and development relations. 

Furthermore, and this is particularly applicable to day-care centres, upbringing must focus and 
be based on an interpersonal relationship with the child, because even before being perceived as 
a learning place, a day-care centre is a laboratory for trying out different ways of living together. 

This dimension elucidates the truly central role of the person who co-ordinates the work of the 
group. Such a person must not only be panicularly well versed in early infancy, but must also 
be perceptive as to what is happening inside the group. The importance of the co-ordinator and 
his presence inside the group are therefore vital in that, not being directly involved in the 
relational and operational dynamics of the group (unlike the education staff, he is a permanent 
member of the collective body), he or she perceives his or her role to comprise that of a 
communication mediator, making this person a constant reference and a stimulus for analysis 
and discussion. 

The person who assumes this role must come across as an operative-researcher and thus an 
observer taking part in the dynamics of the working group, affording both himself and all 
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involved, an opportunity to consider the experiment and to generalise it by rendering research 
methods uniform, and by constantly coming up with new investigative instruments. 
The professional skill of such a person must be based on the creation of cultural and 
professional assets and not on ready-made solutions imposed from above in order to avoid such 
problems as delegating responsibility or the dependence of operatives on him or her. 

Despite an overall unfavourable climate for professional dialogue, a co-ordinator must be an 
impetus for team work inside a group, so that educators can share their personal skills and 
knowledge even better and succeed in creating a collective source of knowledge available to all. 

We think it is important to underscore that the co-ordinator I group leader must gear the 
dynamics of all involved not so much on the group itself, but rather on the educational and 
operational programme he wishes to attain. This means that he must also motivate the group so 
that they do not become dependent either on him or her personally, or in regard to the other 
operatives in the educational process; but that they can acquire an independent decision-making 
capacity in order to be able to face any and all eventualities and behaviour and attitude on the part 
of a child, so that educators can formulate independent educational hypotheses and answers, but 
not individualistic or contradictory. 

This non-contradictory dimension is ensured and brought about by collective consideration and 
discussion which forges the instruments needed to anticipate, look ahead and act accordingly. 

:..·· 
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CHILDCARE: A NEW FIELD FOR THE TRADE UNION MOVEMENT 

In the space of just a few years, childcare has become an important field for the trade union 
movement in the Netherlands. 

With the growing demand for childcare in industry, there was a commensurate growth in 
"wildcat" projects to cater for it 

The FNV (Federation of Dutch trade unions) eventually decided not to leave the future of 
(company-based) childcare to the mechanisms of the free market, but instead to play an active, 
guiding role in these developments itself. 

At the end of 1988 a project was started with the aim of developing childcare as a new field of 
trade union activity. 

The origins of this involvement lay in the FNV women's liberation policy. Suitable and 
adequate childcare facilities are a basic social condition, if women (and men) are to combine paid 
work and caring for children. 

Funhern1ore, childcare is the textbook example of under-valued women's work. With the 
prospect of an enormous expansion in this "women's work:", the FNV decided that it was its 
task to give it form and shape. 

On a national level, there is a roaring gap in representing childcare interests; since recently there 
is no longer any organisation to play a guiding role in promoting content and quality. The FNV 
is therefore meeting a crying need, to judge from the response to the activities of its childcare 
project. 

There is also the trade union AbvaKabo, which is a member of the FNV and which represents 
government personnel and employees in the subsidised sector. Childcare employees can 
organise themselves within AbvaKabo to defend their direct interests in the area of working 
conditions and legal rights. 

The trade union and the Federation of course have different roles to play in the field of child care, 
although in this period of rapid development the demarcation lines are liable to be blurred. 

As a trade union federation, we are continually confronted with potential dilemmas. 
Developments which appear to be favourable for users of childcare facilities - who after all the 
people with whom the FNV is primarily concerned - may represent a deterioration in the 
working conditions of the employees. Typical examples are the extended hours of day care 
centres, or the lowering of charges. A greater role for companies in the extension of childcare 
facilities - something for which the FNV pleads - carries with it risks for the quality of the care 
provided, and thus for the childcare workers, especially if company economics are allowed to 
play too great a role. 
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Incentive measures 

The childcare sector is faced with the same absurd inversion as education: the younger the 
children, the lower qualified the personnel can be, and the less they are valued in material and 
immaterial tenns. This is cenainly the case where caring for healthy, "normal" children is 
concerned. Society's undervaluing of the caring and educational tasks of "housewives" has had 
a great influence on the low status given to working with small children. This is despite the fact 
that the risk of "burnout" associated with this type of work is highest when working with young 
children. According to the FNV project, considerations of the position of workers, their 
conditions of employment and material recompense are only meaningful if the quality of 
childcare in the future is taken into account. This in turn raises the question of the type and 
function of these facilities, and thus the working conditions of those caring for young children. 

In the Netherlands at this moment, these questions are more pressing and ~levant than ever. In 
January 1990 a four-year incentive measure for childcare came into force. During this period, 
the government will provide financial incentives for the setting up of new childcare facilities, 
ranging from 150 million guilders this year to 290 million in the founh year. This is designed to 
expand the number of places in childcare centres and with family care projects, to begin with for 
children aged 0 to 4. However, there is still no substantive policy, let alone a vision of the 
longer-term future. 

The passive attitude of the Dutch government has meant in the past that subsidised, professional 
childcare centres remained a marginal phenomenon. Less than 1% of children from 0-4 years
pre-school age in the Netherlands - were able to make use of day care facilities. The 
phenomenon of "family care givers" as a more or less institutionalised provision is of recent 
origin: since 1986 the government has been canying out an experimental policy of subsidising 
family care projects. 

The labour market 

From the beginning of the 1980s onwards, with the enormous demand for day care places there 
has been free market provision for those with the means to pay for it. This was the result of, 
among other things, the growing participation of women in the labour market, a development 
which occurred relatively late in the Netherlands. 

A number of companies and organisations set up creches themselves. Private individuals 
offered day care on a commercial basis, available only to better off parents or sponsored by 
employers for the benefit of more highly qualified persoMel. 

There has been a recent trend towards places fmanced by a combination of subsidies and 
company funding. Where possible, this development is encouraged by the FNV. 

Market developments (i.e. labour market developments) were thus responsible for the growth of 
all sorts of non-subsidised care facilities, with very little control over the quality of the facilities 
or over the quality of the personnel and their working conditions. 
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Since 1987, the FNV has led a much more active policy, aimed at structural extension of 
." childcare facilities. This inevitably brings with it need to reflect on the quality of the facilities, 

and how to improve it. This is necessary not only for the users - children and their parents - but 
also in order to improve the working atmosphere and working conditions of the people who 
work there, so that they can go on working with dedication and with pleasure. 

The FNV's long-term goal is for childcare to become a community service, in the same way as 
e.g. education, available to everybody and affordable by all. 

Having sufficient quantity and quality of day care therefore demands structural solutions. The 
number of women at work will continue to expand, not only because this is what women 
themselves want, but also because it is necessary as a result of demographic trends. Childcare 
is a necessary precondition if they are to be able to work. There are also pedagogical arguments 
for part of the education of young children taking place outside the family: changing personal 
relationships, more one parent families, fewer children in the family and poorer living 
conditions. Together, these developments also mean that childcare must be seen as a developing 
area of work, with its own professional identity, great responsibilities and its own objectives, 
instead of being looked on as it is now, namely as an emergency solution for "gaps" which 
mothers are liable to fall through. 

Short-term strategy 

The labour market is now the driving force behind the growth in childcare, in addition to 
emancipation motives. However, if labour market motives remain the dominant principle of 
government policy, this is liable to pose threats for the quality of employment in childcare, and 
thus for the quality of the care itself. 

There are other dangers in present-day government policy. The incentive subsidies can only 
cover 40% of the operating costs of new day care places, on the basis of a cost which permits 
decent working conditions for those employed and enables quality standards to be maintained. 
The government's aim is to encourage industry to contribute. 

At national level, employees' and employers' organisations have recently agreed to cooperate in 
matters affecting female employment, with heavy emphasis on arrangements and facilities for 
combining work and care. In addition to recommendations for collective bargaining agreements 
in this area, the government is being urged to negotiate more with both sides of industry in order 
to extend childcare facilities. 

Encouraging the rapid growth of childcare under unfavourable conditions would have the effect 
of making working in childcare particularly unattractive! In a labour-intensive activity such as 
this, there is a great temptation to cut costs by saving on employment. The FNV is acutely 
aware that we in the Netherlands are entering a critical phase for childcare, not only for the type 
of care itself but also for the development prospects for the profession. 
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The employment situation in day care centers 

At present, it is still not possible to bring childcare for 0-4 year olds in the Netherlands under a 
single category of work. The existing facilities are derived from various work traditions, and 

family care givers are a completely different story. 

In day care centres in particular, the emphasis until now has been on the "care" aspects. 
Undeveloped ideas about "motherhood" predominate, for want of a shared, official concept of 
the specific expert skills required by childcare workers. There is still no particular professional 
training, and there is no clear division of functions, and so no clear recognition. 

Employment 

According to a provisional estimate based on a 1989 FNV survey, some 4000 people are now 
paid as childcare workers in day care centres. Around 15% of the childcare work is done by 
volunteers, rising to 50% in some cases in non-subsidised facilities. Volunteer work is typical 
of the childcare sector- no-one would dream of working as a volunteer in an engineering 
works! However, it is looked on as natural in the childcare sector, as women's work. We 
regularJy come across cases of facilities in the start-up phase with insufficient funding, where 
workers are paid half the time and work as volunteers for the rest 

It is estimated that in the present incentive period at least new 6000 child care "jobs" will be 
created. This does not take into account the growing number of jobs in management, policy 
development and all sorts of support functions. The growth in employment in day care centres 
will largely depend on the growth in the number of family care givers during this period, since 
both draw on the same pool, and the local authorities decide which type of facilities are given 
preference. · 

At present, childcare workers are mainly seen as "child minders", not as people with 
responsibility for education. If childcare is to remain a pennanent feature of care and education 
of young children, then corresponding importance must be given to pedagogical tasks. 

At present, the training backgrounds from which childcare workers are mostly drawn are health 
care and the caring professions in the welfare sector, usually but not always oriented towards 
young children. 

The work is hardly ever recognised as a specialisation. The pay is low and the conditions are 
bad. There are no training leave, pension schemes or arrangements for travel expenses. It 
happens regularly that a care worker has to cope with a group of children alone, usually when 
the care centre is open for more than 8 hours or during holidays. It is also not unusual for care 
workers in (subsidised) day care centres to even be responsible for the cleaning and washing. 
After all, mothers at home are responsible for that son of thing! In commercial day care centers, 
it is not unknown for the care workers to be obliged to do painting and maintenance work; 
according to the management, this creates even greater involvement in the world 
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Such cases underline the complexity and the lack of understanding of the tasks facing childcare 
workers. 

Continuity is an essential criterion for judging the quality of education, and childcare is no 
exception. In practice, there appears to be a high rate of absence due to illness, and of people 
leaving the profession. Although there has never been any official research in this area, 
extensive spot checking by the WIK (Child Care Workers) working group gave a clear 
indication of this. Interestingly, the drop-out rate was highest among the more highly-qualified 
care workers, for whom there is a lack of career opponunities. The low status and poor working 
conditions undoubtedly also play a role. 

There is a salary scale for day care centres based on the collective bargaining agreement (CA) for 
the welfare sector. This includes day care staff and their principles, together with their 
administrative personnel. This agreement was declared to be "generally binding" only at the end 
of 1989, under pressure from the trade union, so that it now also has to be applied in non
subsidised day care centres. This is an important contribution towards evening out the great 
differences in working conditions between the various day care centres. Nursery nurses in 
infant schools and school-based care facilities come under another CBA (social and cultural 
work), with significantly better salary scales. 

Coming under a CBA gives important legal guarantees. However some people are critical of 
CBAs for maintaining undesirable situations. A typical example is the distinction between nurse 
and assistant nurse, which is seen as unjust. 

Wage surveys 

Dissatisfaction over pay scales for those employed in day care centres led to employees' and 
employers' organisations carrying out a survey of job content and pay scales. 

One factor which will be of crucial importance in the near future for the profession, and for the 
interests of the people who work in it, is whether people are willing and able to anticipate the 
changes which are necessary. In other words, it is necessary not just to lay down job 
descriptions now but to make allowance for development in these job descriptions in the future. 
The job descriptions laid down now will fonn the basis for negotiations on wage scales and 
working conditions. There is therefore a danger that the survey will be too definitive, and will 
have the effect of freezing developments at too early a stage. 

Recent surveys have also been carried out in the field of work organisation, with the aim of 
obtaining a picture of childcare as a distinct area of work, including the work itself and the 
various management and external suppon functions. In addition to day care centres, these 
surveys have covered school-based care, pre-primary schools and family care projects. The last 
of these is considered separately. 
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Family care 

Family care givers in the Netherlands do not come under any particular categocy. Until recently, 
this type of care existed mainly as a private solution in order to get round the lack of care 
facilities. 

However, the government became very keen on this type of care, panly under the influence of 
the Belgian example. Family care fits very well into the government's views, in which education 
is seen as a private matter. Since 1986 the government has financed a number of family care 
projects on an experimental basis. Th~re are also 100 or so projects on a commercial or 
voluntary basis. 

So far, the FNV has been extremely dubious about this type of development. In practice, family 
care givers are substitute mothers - badly paid home workers without any legal position. The 
result is that more and more women are being drawn into a twilight labour situation, without any 
rights but with huge responsibilities. Family care givers work in the grey area of poorly paid 
home work. At present there are no qualification requirements for family care givers, and 
hardly any quality criteria. 

Exponential growth is expected in the next four years. In February 1990, the ministry 
responsible mentioned a possible number of 25,000 family care givers by 1994! But even if the 
figure is much lower, this form of care will account for a considerable proportion of all childcare 
in a few years time. If family care is to become a fully-fledged type of childcare in its own 
right, then to begin with the legal position of family care givers will have to be improved. 
Whether of not the trade unions should take up this challenge is now being hotly debated within 
the movement! 

The way things are at the moment, family care cannot guarantee sufficient quality. Since there is 
no relation of employment, as a family care giver you cannot make any demands. No training is 
required. There is no replacement in case of illness, so there is no guarantee of continuity of 
care. A cenain amount of professionalisation is also necessary here. One measure that could be 
envisaged is to set a minimum number of days in order to differentiate between types of family 
care facility. 

Job descriptions will have to be developed for the different categories of family care givers, and 
for family care project workers and coordinators. These projects must be set up in a 
professional way from the beginning. This will make possible careful recruiting and selection. 
Family care givers should have the right, and the duty, to follow an introductory course, in 
order acquire a minimum level of knowledge and sldlls. There should also be opponunities for 
supervision and further training. Various types of cooperation with day care centres will be 
necessary, at least for long-term family care projects. There are already a number of 
experimental projects on this basis. Bringing family care givers and children together in a 
playroom for a couple of half days every week can be imponant not only of the children but also 
for the family care givers9 enabling them to swap experiences and work out replacement 
arrangements, for example in case of illness. 
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A more professional status for family care givers can open up other employment prospects, for 
instance in group care facilities. There should be further training opportunities for this. 

At the moment, however, family care in the Netherlands presents a fairly dismal picture. The 
type of care and its extent are sti11 being examined. People are staning to think about 
responsibility for management in connection with experimental family care projects. The 
government is subsidising a bureau in order to coordinate all family care projects. Within the 
FNV, the debate on family care has been reopened. 

A single category of employment 

In the interests of the quality of childcare, its professionalisation and the upgrading of the work, 
the various facilities - day care centres, school-based care and family care projects - should be 
grouped together as a single category of employment. This will strengthen the profession and 
give it more recognition. 

The key to developing professionalism is through the organisation of the work. 

Separate, professional training with differentiation between the various functions is necessary. 
If quality is to be maintained as a dynamic concept in a newly-developing profession, then a 
large number of quality control facilities must be built into the organisation of the work. This 
means that supetvision, team discussions, opponunities for consultation and funher training 
must all form part of the work. These facilities must all be available to the workers during 
working hours. Conditions for further professionalisation must be created at city, regional and 
national level. 

The present tendency towards cooperation between day care centres and larger scale facilities 
can be favourable for working conditions. For example, it makes things easier for replacement 
in case of illness, holidays and training leave, and all forms of suppon can be better organised. 

In particular, it is imponant for chi1dcare to be looked upon as "made to measure" work. This 
means that there must be enough training places for coordination and supervision within the 
institutions. At present, for reasons of cost-cutting, there is a threat of management tasks being 
transferred to external offices, for example the city authorities. 

Upgrading the work and giving special imponance to quality improvements will lead to greater 
demands being placed on the workers: greater training obligations, a wider range of 
responsibilities, etc. Many childcare workers at the moment feel themselves insufficiently 
equipped to guide children or parents in pedagogical matters. This means that opponunities will 
have to be built into the work for workers to develop themselves. It is also possible to create 
career opportunities within one particular type of childcare work, for example by creating 
opportunities for specialisation. This will make the work more attractive. 

This year the trade union expects to obtain wage rises for childcare workers, indudmg 
management functions. This will contribute to improving the status of the profession, and 
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making it more attractive. This is absolutely necessary, in view of the expected growth in this 
area. 

The AbvaKabo trade union has promised to campaign for wage improvements. The problem 
however is that the level of organisation within the profession is low, which of course makes it 
more difficult to defend its interests. 

Finally 

The trade union federation in the Netherlands is putting its weight behind the extension of 
childcare facilities. Improving the position of women is an important pan of this. Demands for 
childcare measures are being put forward in CBA negotiations. As a result, childcare is more 
and more coming to be a part of policy on working conditions in the Netherlands, and is coming 
out of the fringe position in welfare work which it has occupied up to now. 
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Proposition 1 

A trade union policy aimed at the extension of childcare must not be limited to quantitative 
objectives. Only by constantly linking quality with quantity can the interests of users (parents 
and children) and childcare workers be served. 

Proposition 2 

With the increasing involvement of private industry in childcare, there is a danger of becoming 
dependent on fluctuations in the labour marke~ economic considerations, etc. As a proponent 
of private industry playing a greater part in cbildcare, the ttade union shares responsibility for 
seeing that pedagogical quality is maintained as an independent criterion in setting up childcare 
facilities. 

Proposition 3 

Upgrading the profession of childcare workers and improving the primary and secondary 
working conditions are only meaningful in the context of a strategy for optimum quality of 
childcare. 

Proposition 4 

The FNV pleads for grouping all types of childcare work under a single category. Within this 
category, the FNV however considers it necessary to differentiate between, e.g., group facilities 
and family care facilities, and also between different types of family care. Policy on working 
conditions for these different sub-categories of workers must also be differentiated. 

Proposition 5 

In championing the cause of childcare, the ttade union movement in the Netherlands has taken 
on a complex challenge! The interests of workers, users and employers in this field are far from 
parallel. 

Marijke Jacobs 

FNV 2000 projekt kinderopvang 

February 1990 



EXTRACT FROM "DAYCARE IN THE USA" 

by PROFESSOR ALISON CLARKE-STEWART, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

Paper given at a Conference at the Thomas Coram Research Unit 

London University Institute of Education, February 27 1990 

CAREGIVERS' BEHAVIOR 

Ch1ldren also are more llkely to develop social and intellectual 

skills if the caregiver£ in their day care cPnters are 

••responsive <they answer the children'£ question£, respond to 

their requests>, 

••positive <giving praise, smiles, making li!e in the day care 

center enjoyable>, 

••accepting Cfolloving the children's suggestions as vell as 

listening to them, praising the child vho does it vrong as vPll 

as the one ~ho does it right>, 

and they are 

••informative in their interactions vith the children CglVlng 

reasons, explanations, lessons>. 

Children's development lS advanced if their teacher£ 

••read to them 

••and offer them choices and g1ve them gentle suggeEtlons, 

c 
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rather than 

••simply hugging and holding them, 

••or helping them <unless the child asks for help>, and 

••rather than directing, controlling, restricting, and punishing 

them. 

These kinds of teacher behavior have been associated with poorer 

development, not advanced development, in day care children. In 

my study, for instance, caregivers who initiated more physical 

contact, physical help, and physical control with the children 

they were in charge of, had children who did more poorly in the 

a~ssessments we made of their social and mental competence. 
~ 

Children in this and other studies do best when interactions with 

the caregiv~r are stimulating, educational, and respectful, not 

custodial or demeaning. 

I£ teachers are very busy and there are many children 

demanding their attention, it seems to make a difference just hov 

much one-to-one conversation the teachers manage to have with the 

children, but if conversation 1s relatively frequent, once again, 

it is the quality of the one-to-one conversation (its positive 

tone, r~sponsive and accepting nature, informative content> that 

see~s to be more important than the sheer amount. Again, we see 

that once a floor of q~antity has been achieved, it is quality of 

core th~t rr.atters. 
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Researchers of course have also asked how these positive 

kinds of behavior responsive, accepting, positive and 

informative are associated with the caregiver's background. 

Their studies show that caregivers who are most likely to behave 

in these positive ways are those with more experience as child 

care professionals, those who have been in the day care program 

longer, and those who have higher levels of training in children 

development. On all these dimensions, however, the relation 

appears to be a curvilinear one. That is, past a certain point, 

having more experience, 

advantageous. 

or stability, or training is not 

Teachers who have more professional experience are likely to 

be more responsive, accepting, positive, and so on, than teachers 

w~th less experience, but only up to about 10 years or so of 

experience. Teachers with more than 15 years experience in the 

field have been observed in several studies o~ day care to 

provide less stimulating and 

caregivers with less experience. 

educational interaction than 

There are several po~~ible 

explanations for this finding: the most likely are burnout 

<teachers just get worn down after years of challenging and 

demanding working conditions, constant giving or themselves, for 

meager economic rewards>; generational or age effects <th~ 

younger generation of teachers may be more positive than the 

older generation>, or selective attrition <the bettex teachers 

have become ad~iniEtrators or politicians>. 

res~arch to sort o~t these posEibilities. 

We need further 
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Stability of the caregiver in a particular day care sett1ng, 

Eimilarly, is related to the quality of care in a curvilinear 

way. Staff turnover is clearly negatively related to day care 

quality: the more staff changes the worse for the program. And 

• vhen a caregiver stays in one day care center for three or four 

years this is better than staying for only a year or two. But 

beyond this length of time, staying longer does not improve the 

quality of care the caregiver provides. Staff stability is an 

important aspect of day care quality, not only because it is good 

for children to form relationships with the1r daily caregivers 

and vice versa, but also, I suspect, because such stab~lity 

1ndicates that the center offers good working conditions, 

adequate wages, and high morale. In the National Staffing Study 

centers rated higher on overall quality, centers in which 

children spend less time in aimless wandering and scored higher 

on a test of intelligence, had higher wages and lover turnover. 

It is reasonable thus that staying in one day care center for 

three or four years is a positive sign, and within this period 

that staying longer is better. But beyond th1s period, staying 

provides. What is important is offering adequate wages and 

benefits to ent1ce teachers to stay for more than a year. In the 

National Staffing Study, the number one suggestion for how to 

:mprove ch~ld care quality, made by 90Y. of the teachers sampled, 

•as to pay better salar1es for child care work. 
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In the National Staffing Study, too, higher quality centers 

are had better educated and trained teachers. This association 

between training and quality of care has appeared in many ~arlier 

Etudies and caregiver training is no~ generally considered to bP 

a sine qua non of quality care. But, here again, the picture is 

not so simple. Although having no training in child development 

is clearly worse than having some, more training is not a 

guarantee of better care; taking 10 courses is not necessar1ly 

better than taking 6. It depends on the content and quality anc 

var1ety of the courses. As it is, there is some suggestion that 

when teachers have taken more training in the child development 

<at least in the courses that are available or that are most 

l1~:ely to be taken by chile care workers in America> they develop 

an academic orientation, which translates in the day care 

classroom 

counting, 

into 

lesson, 

an emphasis on 

learning> to the 

school activities <reading, 

exclusion of activities to 

promote children•s social or emotional development. Formal 

training in child development is indeed good background for 

providing a day care env~ronment that promotes children's 

1ntellectual development, but it is not necessarily so good fa~ 

ch1ldren's social development. In my study, for example, the 

c~regivers who had had m6re formal tr6in1ng in child developmPr 1 t_ 

had children who were advanced intellectually but ~ere 

~1gn1f~cantly less competent in ~nteractions with unfamil1ar 

• 
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:\ shortage of tral()ed c!11ld care reachers threatens the 
t'XIStmg ch1ld rare <1rli\'rry s~ stem. \rho Carcs 1 Chrld 
cure fl'lll hers und rlw (}udlrtiJ of Cure rn .\mmcd is the 
rrport ol the ~<~ttont~l Uuld C.ur )tdllmg Study. the most 
comprrhensi,·e examination or cemer-based child care in 
the L'nitcd States in o\·er a decade. II re\'eals that inade
quate compensation is fueling a rapidly increasing and 
damaging exodus of trained personnel from our nation·s 
child care centers. By failing to meet the needs of the 
adults who work in child care. we are threatening not only 
their well-being but that of the children in their care. 
These findings call for a national chtld care policy that pro
\'ides increased compensation. improved work environ
ments. and expanded educauonal opportunities for child 
care teachers. 

INTRODUCTION 

As the twrrllirth rrntury draws to a rlose. public 
dchatc ahout < htld rdrt' 1n :\mrrir.t h.ts shtlll'd r\o longer 
1s the question. ·should resources be allocated to these 
serYicesr Rather. discussion now focuses on what form 
suppor1 for child care will take. To date. pressures to 
expand the supply yet contain the cost to parents ha\'e 
shaped our public policies about child care. Financial 
considerations ha\'e consistently shonchanged efforts to 
impro\'e child care ser\'ices. ~evenheless. the supply or 

. child care remains precarious and the fees for ser\'ices lie 
beyond the means or many families. 

lnallenlion to quality has had its costs: child care cen
ters throughout the country report difficulty in recruiting 
and retaining adequately trained staff. ~early half of all 
child care teachers leave their jobs each year. many to 
seek beuer-paying jobs As the nation deliberates on what 
is best for its children. the question of who will care for 
them grows increasing!~· nil teal. 

A commitment to pay for qu.llity rrcpnrc"i 11n under· 
stamhng of the 111grcdlt'llt~ drrnanded hy quality. II is 
widely accepted that a developmentally appropriate envi
ronment -one with well-trained and consistent staff in sur-

ficient numbers. mo(icr;Hrly·stzed groupmgs of c~1ildren. 
and proper equipment and acll\'ittes- wtll lead to good 
Citre_ But thr filn 1" thill cl11ld carr staff are lea\mg theu 
JOIJ~ dt J fdtC alrnO~I three llrllCS htghcr than a dct cHIC 

ago. This high rate or turnover forces us to examine child 
care as a work environment for adults. and not just as a 
learning environment for children. In all work environ
ments -from factories to hospitals- working conditions 
aUect the quality of products produced or services provid· 
ed. In child care. children's experience is direclly linked 
to the well-being of their care givers. Good quality care 
requires an environment that values adults as well as 
children. 

As a nation we are reluCtant to acknowledge child care 
settings as a work environment for adults. let alone com
mit resources to improving them. Even though many 
Americans recognize that child care teachers are under· 
paid. t outdated attitudes about women's work and the 
famiiy obscure our view or teachers· economic needs and 
the demands of their work If a job in child care is seen 
as an rxrrnsron of womcrl's familial rolf ol rt'itrmg rh1l 
dren. professional preparation and adequate compensa
tion seem unnecessary. .\ttributing child care skills to 
women·s biological procli,·ities implies that teachers· jobs 
are more an avocation than an economic necessity. While 
such assumptions contradict the economic and education
al realities facing those who teach in child care centers. 
they provide an unspoken rationale for depressmg chtld 
care wages and containing costs. 

Faced with a burgeoning demand for ser\'ices. a pool 
of consumers with limited ability or inclination to pay the 
full cost or care. and restrrcted go\'ernmem and corporate 
funds. our nation has implicitly adopted a child care policy 
which relies upon unseen subsidies pro\'tded by child 
care teachers through their low wages But as we are 
painfully realizing. this policy forms a shaky foundation 
upon which to build a strunure to housr and nunurt' nur 
< htldr<'n whtlr tllrtr p.trrrlt'> ('dill a h\'lng 
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HIGHLIGHTS OF MAJOR FINDINGS 

Classroom observations. child assessments and inter· 
views with center directors and teaching staff in 227 child 
care centers in five u.s. metropolitan areas pro,·ided the 
following information about child care teaching start and 
the quality of care. Teaching starr includes all staff who 
provide direct care to children. 
• The education of child care teaching staff and the 

arrangement of their work em·ironment are essential 
determinants of the quality of sen·ices children 
u·rfh'e. 
• I I'd{ lung stall pro\ idnlmorc ~rrblll\'(' clllll appro

priate caregiving if they completed more years of 
formal education. recei\'ed early childhood training 
at the college level. earned higher wages and bet· 
ter benefits. and worked in centers devoting a high
er percentage or the operating budget to teaching 
personnel. 

• The most Important predictor of the quality of care 
children receh·e, among the adult work environment 
\'ariables, is staff wages. 
• The quality or services provided by most centers 

was rated as barely adequate. Beller quality cen· 
ters had: 

· higher wages 
· beller adult work em·ironments 
· lower teaching staff turno,·er 
. hettrr educated and trained staff 

11\0il' H\ldH'rS r,umg lor ft'Wl'r duhlrt·n 
• Beller qualit~· centers were more hkely to be operat· 

ed on a non-profit basis. to be acaeditrd by the ~ational 
Association for the Education of Young Children. 
to be located in states with h1gher quality standards 
and to meet adult-ch1ld ratios. group size. and starf 
training provisions contained in the 1980 Federal 
Interagency Dar Care Requirements. 

• Despite ha\·ing higher le,·els of formal education 
than the anrage American worker, child care teach· 
ing staff rarn abysmally low wages. 

• Th1s predommantl~ female work force earns an 
a,·erage houri~ wage of 55 35. 

• In the last decade. child care starr wages. when 
adjusted for inOation. ha\'e decreased more than 201~ 

• Child care teaching staff earn less than half as much as 
comparably educated women and less than one· 
third as much as comparably educated men in the 
civilian labor force. 

• Staff rurno,·er has nearly tripled in rhe last dteade, 
jumping from IS\ in 1977 to 41\ in 1988. 

• The most important deterrnmant or starr turnv\'er. 
among the adult work environment vanables. was 
starr wagrs. 

• Teaching srafl earning thr lowest \\age~ arr tw1u· 
as likely to leave their jobs as those earning the 
highest wages. 

• Children attending lower·quality centers and centers 
with more staff turno,·er were less competent in lan· 
guage and social de,·elopment. 
• Low· and high-income children were more likely 

rhan middle-income children to auend cenrers pro
viding higher quality care. 

• Compared with a decade ago, child care centers In the 
United States receive fewer governmental funds, are 
more likely to be operated on a for·profit basis. and 
care for a larger number of infants. 

(For a fuller discussion of the findings. see p. 8) 

Improving the quality or center-based child care and 
address1ng the staffing msis demands the commitment of 
more pubhr c1nd pu\'ate rr~ourl t'S Tht' ~a Ilona I Ch1ld 
care Staffing Study frndmgs suggest the following recom· 
mendations. 

1. Raise child care teaching starr salaries as a means of 
recruiting and retaming a qualified child care work 
force. 

2. Promote formal education and training opportunl· 
ues for child care teaching starr to impro,·e their ability 
to interact effectively w1th children and to create 
developmentally appropriate environments. 

3. Adopt state and federal standards for adult-child 



rat1os. and staH rducat1on. tralllmg. and compensatiOn 
in order to ra1se the floor or quality in :\mer1ca·s 
chtld care centers 

4. Develop industry standards for the adult work 
en\'ironment to minimtze the disparities in quality 
between types of child care programs. 

s. Promote public education about the tmportance of 
adequately rrau1rd and compensated teaching staff in 
rh1ld care programs 111 order to secure support for 
the full cost of rare. 

STUDY DESCRIPTION 

PIIPIIE ANI CIALI 
The National Child Care Staffing Study 1:\CCSSJ 

explored how teachers and their working conditions affect 
the caliber of center-based child care available in the 
L'nited States today. To begin our in\'eStigation. we identi· 
fied the aspects of child care represented in Figure 1: 

Our purpose was to describe each of the areas and 
examine the relations among them. Our experiences in 
child rare and previous research suggested the pathways 
between these components of center-based care. This 
investigation targeted three major goals· 
Goal 11. To examine relations among child carr starr 

characteristics, adult work en\'ironmenrs, and 
the_ quality or child care pro,·ided for children 
and families in cenrrr· based carr 

Previous research suggests that if ttle ratto and group 
size did not rise above certain levels and tf staff were 
trained in early childhood education. appropriate imerac· 
tions between children and adults occurred. and. in turn. 
positive developmental outcomes for children were found. 
Thus. we expected that teachers with more professional 
preparation would be more likely to engage children in 
sensitive and appropriate interactions. we also hypothe
sized that teachers who taught in em·ironments arranged 
to optimize child development would be more sensitive 
and appropriate with the children. we anticipated that 
children who participated in more sensili\·e and appropri-
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ate interaction with their teachers would be more socially 
and emotionally competent 

But we also wanted to extend thts understanding of 
quality tn light of the stafftng ms1s We wanted to learn 
how the adult work em tronment affeCts the quality of 
care we h~ pothestzed that teachers who tal1ght in chtld 
Cilre t-entt·r~ wllh hctler work Cll\'Honmrnts 1parrwularly 
be11er compensa11on and workmg conditions) would be 
more satisfied with and committed to their careers. less 
likely to leave. and more likely to pro\'ide an appropriate 
child development en\'tronment for the children. we 
expected that children in centers with lower staff turno,·er 
would ha\'e more positi\·e child care experiences. 
Goal 12. To examine differences in child care quality, 

child care staff, and adult work em·ironmenrs 
in centers that \·aried with respect to stan· 
dards, accreditation status, auspice, and the 
families served 
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We hoped our in\'esrigarion would shed lighr on rhe 
eff1cacy of child care srandards. rhe pros and cons of \'an
ous ryprs of crnrer carr. and ,·aria11on 1n ser•rces a\'ail
dhlt· 10 chrldrcn from drffrrt·nr lt~rnrlv 111romes. There are 
currently no federal regulations with which cemers are 
required 10 comply. and state srandards vary dramaricall~·. 
But in the past decade. two bodies of guidance -the 
Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements (FIDCR)2 and 
1t1e ~ational :\ssociarion for rhe Education of Young 
ct11ldren ~~.\EYCl Center :\ccredrlation Project3- have 
been de\'eloped which reflecr the most widely respected 
expert Judgment about child care setungs. In the absence 
of mandarory regulations. the FIDCR and rhe ~:\EYC pro
\'rde the best voluntary srandards by whrch 10 explore the 
relationship between qualiry and regulation. Thus. we 
compared the quality of accredired centers wilh the quali· 
ry of non-accredited centers. and rhe qualiry of those cen
ters meeting selected FIDCR pro,·isrons with rhose rhat 
met none. Additionally. we compared the quality of cen· 
tt·rs in fiw states which rach haw wry different child 
1 .trl' rcgul.111ons 

To examme how cenrrr type affects chrld care quality. 
reachrng staff. and adult work enmonments. we compared 
child care centers operaring under four different auspiCes: 
11) ~on-profit. non-church-run: 121 ~on-profit. church-run. 
mcluding synagogues: 131 For-profit chains. cenrers rhat 
are one or sever a~ operated by a single owner on a local 
or narional basis: and (4) Independent. for-profit. 

While parents are responsible for selecting child care. 
their choices are constrained by finances. We compared 
child care quality. teaching staff. and adult work environ
mrms of centers serving families from different socioeco
nomic backgrounds lhigh. middle and low-income) in order 
ro brrter undersrand which cenrrrs sen·e which famrlies 
and the variation in quality 
GoaltJ. To compare center-based child care sen·ices · 

in 1988 wirh those pro,·ided in 1977 
Ill Oltlfr IO t<1('1111fy IH'IHI<.., Ill l, illl'r ha<..,Cd (cut' 0\'1'1 tht' 

lt1~l det d(ie. wr compared our fllldmg~ to those of the 
~a110nal Day Care Supply Study conducted by Abl 
:\ssociares in 1977.• 
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The ~a11onal Chrld Care Staffmg Study exammed rhe 

qualiry of care in 227 child care crnrers in fi\·c mrrropolt· 
tan ctrras in the tnirrd States .\tlanta. Boston. Detrou. 
Phoenix. and Seaule. In contrasrto lhe 197i ~a11onal Day 
Care Supply Srudy rhat surveyed child care centers rn 
every state b)· phone. the ~cess examined extenSI\·ely 
care in these selected commun11ies which represent the 
di\·ersily of center-based care throughout the counrry. we 
began collecting data in February 1988 and finished in 
:\ugusr 1988. Classroom observarions and interviews 
wilh center directors and staff provided data on center 
characteristics. program quality. and staff qualifications. 
commitment. and compensation. In addition. in :\llama. 
child assessments were conducred to examine rhe effecrs 
of varying program and staff attributes on children. 

THE SAMPLE 

We used a stratified random sampling strategy to gen
erate a sample of chtld care crnrers that matched rhe pro
port ton of lrccnsfd u·nrns ~cr\·tng low-. rntddlr .• u1d 
high·income familres in urban and suburban nerghbor
hoods in each Study site. 5 

FISAL SAMPLE OF PARTICIPATIXG CEXTERS 
(Based on income or families sen·ed) 

I..OW·IOCOOle 

~ l!IOOn 

- ~utllll 
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S1xty-onc percent ol all eligible cerw:rs a)~ed to be 
1m ol\ ed in 111c Stud~· agreed to participate Refusal rates 
wrre h1gher among those centers 1n mtddle-income 142% 

rrrusr(Jl and high-income 138% rrrusedl census tracts. than 
;trnlmg tllosr in low lfl< nnw 1!J'\, rcluc.;rdltr;~cts \o dlffcr
t'fH t.'S HI pdrtiCipdtiOfl fdtl'~ tlldf.ll 1('11/Cd urlldll drH1 ~u!Jur

ban centers. Centers were more likely to agree to 
partiCipate if thetr legal status was non-profi1121% refused I 
rather than for-proftr t39% ol independent for-profits and 
42\ of chains refused!. 

SA~IPLE DESCRIPTIO~ .-\l'SPICE 

\oo-pmlu Cemrrs 
T01al = I :?0 

Son-profit Ctnrtrs 
Toral = 120 
Communny-based = 53 
Bus1ness or hospual = 19 
Lnl\ersny = 6 
PubliC school = 3 
Par em cooper all\ e = 2 
Church-run = 37 

For-profit Ctnrtrs 
ToraJ = t07 
lndependenrl) operared = 89 
Pan or local or nauonal 
cham= 18 

Telephone screening interviews with all center direc· 
tors revealed that those who agreed to participate report· 
ed higher o.e .. belief) staff-child ratios in their centers than 
did the direnors who refused. This suggests that the ftnal 
sample of 22i crnrers may. on arerage. consist of higher
quality cemers than in the eligtble population as a whole. 

In each renter. three rlassroorn<; wrrc rar:dornlv sc!rct· 
rd lor oiJ~rn·.tiiOII. OIH' I'd< ll lrorn .IIJIOil~ dll llll.tll!. tod 

dler. and presct10ol classrooms Only two classrooms 
were obsef\ ed tn some cen1ers that dtd not enroll infan1s 
Where possible. nmed-age classrooms were 1ncluded to 
pro\"idc three classrooms per center. 

f.l..\SSRO<HIS OHSEH\"EO HY .\GE OF CtfiLI)RE~ 

Number afrer descnproo lf001es runber ol dasslooms obset\td. 

We randomly chose approximately two staff members 
from each panicipating classroom to interview and 
observe. In this report. ·reachers· refers to teachers and 
teacher/directors. ',-\ssistants' refers to assistant teachers 
and aides Sixty·SIX percent 18651 of the final sample of 
I .309 trddung stdlf rnrrnllrr~ were teachers 1805 Wdchers 
and 60 teacher/directors) and 34% 14441 were assistant 
teachers 1286 assistant teachers and 158 aides). 

l'l.·o children. a girl and a boy. were randomly selected 
for assessment from each target classroom in .\tlanta. 
1\l.•o hundred and sixty children constituted the child sam· 
pie: 53 infants. 97 toddlers and 11 o preschoolers. 

THE MEASL'RES 

The complexity of the investigation required a varied 
approach to collecting data. On average. the research 
team in each site. consisting of trained observers and 
interviewers. spent three days in each cemer. 

Quality Observations 
The quality measures cons1s1ed of obsen at ions of 

classroom structure. o\·erall quality. and 1111t·ran1ons 
lwtwtTiltllc ll'tlrlung ~.,,,111 ,lfld 1 luldrm 

On:rall qualuy was assessed wtth the Early Childhood 
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En\'ironment Rating ScaJe6 for each observed preschool 
classroom and the Infant-Toddler Environment Rating 
Scale 7 for each of the observed infant and toddler class
rooms. These scales provide a comprehensive assess
ment of the day-to-day quality of care provided to children. 
lndi\'ldual items can range from a low of 1 to a high or 7. 
From a factor analysis or the scale ilems derived two sub
sea Irs: 111 Det'elopmemally Appropriate Activity (e.g .. 
rn,Jtrr1;1ls. schedule. and anivilirs). 121 Appropnore 
cwcywul<J 1e g .. super\'ision. adull-duld nlleracuons. and 
diSCipline). 

Researchers recorded Ratios and Group Size at regular 
intervals during a two-hour observalional ~riod per class
room. Hour-by-hour staffing patterns in every center class
room (including those that were observed) were oblained 
through interviews with directors. 

we observed staff-child interanion in each classroom 
using a scale of Staff Sensit h·ity, 8 to derive scores for 
Sensitll'ily (e.g .. warm. allentive. engaged). Harshness 
(e.g .. critical. threatens children. punilive) and Derachment 
1e.g .. low levels of interaction. interest and supervision). 
Scores range from routine caregiving (e.g., touching with· 
out any verbal interaction) to inlense caregiving (e.g .. 
engaging the child in conversation. playing with an infant 
while changing diapers). 

Oirl'Cior and Staff lntrnlews 
In mterviews about slrunural aspects of the program. 

including limited budget information and staff characteris
tics. each director provided information about the teaching 
s1aff's demographic and educational backgrounds. com
pensallon. working condilions and turnover. Directors 
also provided their estimates of the socioeconomic status 
(low-. middle- and high-income) of all children enrolled in 
the center. 

The six staff members from each or the observed 
classrooms participated in an indi\'idual interYiew consist
ing of seven sections: personal background. child care 
experience. wages and benefits. other jobs. educational 
bac~round. professional satisfaction and recommenda-
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tions for 1mpro\'lng the child care profess1on. S1x months 
after I he ini11al staff mtemew (:\ugust 1 988 . Februar~· 

I 9891. we reached i 1% of the staff by phone to obtam 
da1a on aCI 1'11turno\'er rates. 

Child Assessments 
we assessed children·s de\·elopment in several ways. 

The child's securi1y or allachment to adult care givers and 
sonilhllitv With t~dults and pcrrs werr rnrasurrd using thr 
Wutns oud l>!'uuc MrodHncnr (}·Scr<> <~nd the llmcc~ l'rn 
Play Scale. to Teachers ratrd communication sk1lls usmg 
the Feagans & Farran M1aplll'e Language lnPentory. II To 
assess preschool children's language de\'elopment. we 
administered the Peabody PJCrure \'ocabulary rest. t2 

FINDINGS 

Cllll CUI TUCIOI 
Who works as child care teachers and what are the 

characteristics of individual teachers that promote eHec· 
rive caregiving? The following piciUre emerged from our 
findings. 

DEMOGRAPHIC CH.\RACTERISTICS 

The proportion or child care teachers who were 
women am! thrir agr diStribution changed lillie betwren 
1977 and I 988 tJ ~IOety-seven percent O( the teaching 
starr in our Study were female and 81' were 40 years old 
or younger 1only 7." were under age 1 9). Still. the child 
care work force is remarka'Jiy diverse. Twice as many or 
the teaching starr were members of minorities in 1 988 
t32,)than in 1977 (151). The sample was about evenly 
split between married (46.311 and single (53. 711 staff. 
Sixty-five percent of the married staff members and 21' or 
the single staff had children. 

PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION ASD EXPERIESCE 
Staff in our sample were well educated. While Jess 

rhan half of women in rhe clvll~n labor force have 
arrended college, more lhan half of lhe assistant teach· 



ers and almost three·quarters of the teachers in our 
Stud)' had some rolkge background. 

EOL'CATIO~AL LE\'ELS OF CIIILD CARE TE.\Cili~G 
STAFF A~D OF THE FBIALE CI\'ILIA~ LABOR FORCE, 
AGES 25 • 64 

4.7l 

rti 
leSS ttm Htgh SChool 

tilgh sctm dlpkxna 

D .\s .. st Tt·drhrrs 

- ll',khrr-. 

- tnndk-s 

43.5 

B.\113.5 
ex roore 

A. 1· <; l)lW11Trfl1 ~~ t.lllll flurill (j 

l.~•w '-!,lfl<JM'\ '''d~L<Jw,l l.it'<; lru•n 
\~u•lii'W\Itii11WIIpil<nul '.cllrtj 

:\II hough. in 1988. more of the teach1ng staff had com· 
pleted some college. fewer had recel\·ed a college or 
graduate degree than in 1 97i 
EDUCATIOSAL LEVELS OF TEACHI~G STAFF: 
1977. 1988 

B AM .S <X'glee 
ex roore 

Stxty 11\'C prr1 1'111 of tr.t< llrr~o, dlld ~~i% ol d',\t'>lrllll 

teachers had some course wor~ m early childhood educa
tion or child development within the formal educational 
system --at the high school. vocational school. college or 

graduate sct1ool level Half of the teaching stall wtth spe· 
nalt7rd tratnlflg had rrcct\TO 11 at tiH' rollr~r le\rl or 
diJove 

Our chtld care teaching staff was substantrally rr~ore 

experienced 10 1988 than in the past. 'J\\·enty-ntne percent 
of the teachers and 58% of the assistants had been teach· 
ing in child care three years or less when interviewed. 
But 1 9% had been working in child care for 1 o years or 
more. In 1977. only 5% had been in the field thts long. 

PROFESSIONAL IDENTIFICA .ION 

Sixty-six percent of our teaching starr \'iewed child care 
as a career rather than as a temporary job ThiS was par· 
ticularly true of those with specialized training tn early 
childhood education. Even among those who left their 
current position. one·third stayed in the early child· 
hood field. 

Yet commitment to child care as a career did not trans
late into membership in professional organtzations Only 
l4t of tilt' tcarhmg ~hill hclongc(1 to a rhtlc1 rciJtetl pro 

fess1onal group. Only 4% of the teachtng staff were repre
sented by a trade union. Teachers belongtng to 
professtonal organizalions had more formal education. 
Those belonging ro either a professional organization or 
a union had more specialized training and experience, 
earned s 1.50 more per hour, and were less likely to 
lea,·e their jobs. 

FROM TEACHER BACKGROL'ND TO TEACHER BEHAVIOR 

Teachers with different educational backgrounds 
behaved differently w11h ch1ldren. In general. the amount 
of formal education obtamed by a teacher was the 
strongest predictor of appropriate teacher behav1or. w1th 
specialized training emerging as an add111ona1 prrdtetor m 
infant classrooms. The amoum of expertence dtd not pre
diCt teacher hrhavtor In all age rl11ssrooms. the teJrhmg 
'-tl.lfl's lnl'l of loun.tl rd1H .tlton lw'-.1 prrdu lf'cl VJJ<.IJII'I' 

less Harsh. and less orru1 tlt'd caregt\·mg Our lmd111gs t1tl 
fer from the ~alional Day Care Study's t • in whteh speCial· 
ized child·related training. regardless or formal education. 
best predicted staff behavior. 
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TIE WDRI ENVIRONMENT fiB ADUlTI 
Teachers' wages were the most important predictor 

in the adult work em·ironment for both measures of 
qualiry associared with posirh·e child development: 
:\pproprlate oe,·elopmental Em·ironment scores and 
ratios. Teachers with higher salaries worked in centers 
with better en\'ironmenrs for children. wages and benefits 
were higher and working conditions be11er in cenrers rhat 
arranged for staff ro hare O\'erlapping shifts. These find· 
ings suggesr rhat when ch1ld care dollars are used to pay 
staff more. the qual1ty of care for children is greatly 
enhanced. 

CO)IPE~SATIOS 

Yet child care teaching staff constitute a \'ery poorly 
paid work force. The a,·erage hourly wage in 1988 was 
S5.35 which is an annual income of 59,363 for full·time 
(35 hours/50 week year·round) employment. The 1988 
po\'erty threshold for a family of three (the nerage fam· 
ily size in our sample) was 59,431 a year. IS Fifty·Se\'en 
percent of our sample earned 55 per hour or less. ~ost 

got no yearly cost·Of·li\'ing or merit mcreases. A minimum 
wage of 54.55 per hour was proposed by Congress and 
\Ttoed by thP President m 1989. Forty percent of the staff 
1n our sample ,,·ould now be pa1d more 1f it had been 
1mplrmemed. 

WHAT TEACHEFIS FIECOMMEND TO IMPFIOYE CHILD CAFIE QUALITY: 

8ETT ER SALARIES FOR CHILD CARE WORK 8lrr. 

IMPROVED BENEFITS 80'11. 

INCREASED SOCIAL RESPECT FOR CHILO CARE WORK 79% 

ONGOING OR CONTINUING EDUCATION 70'!1. 

A CAREER LADDER IN CHILO CARE 65% 

10 

Despite gains in O\'erall formal education and experi· 
ence. child care teaching staff were paid even less in 
1988 than in 1977. wages. when adjusted for inrlation. 
dropped dramatically: Teachers· earnings fell by 27 per· 
cent and assistants' by 20 percent. 

AVERAGE STAFF WAGES: 1977 • 1988 

TE.\OiERS .\SSIST.\\1 TE. \O!ERS 

c:::J A 19i7 <UTt'fll dollars 

- 8 19ii lllllaumadjusted ~Iars 

- c 1988 Ment OOiirs 

Child care reaching staff are typically paid to work 
year-round for 35 hours each week. The wages of child 
care teachers are essential to their family income. Forty· 
two percent or the teaching staff contributed at least half 
of their household income. One-quarter or the reachers 
contributed o\·er two-thirds of their household earnings. 
To supplement their income. one-quarter of rull·time reach· 
ing starr in 1988 worked a second job while only se\'en 
percent did so in 19i7. 



11 is stoggering !low lillie child care staff earn com· 
pared wtth wtlat other comparably educated women tn the 
work force earn. When child care wages in our Study are 
compared with the wages of comparably educated men. 
the dispawtes are C\ en more striking. 

CHILD CARE TE:\CHISG STAFF WAGES \'ERSl:S 
CI\'ILIA~ L.\BOR FORCE WAGES (M 

D T~StaH.1988 

SOOie 
college 

• 0\'ilian t..m FOrce. women. 19871 B 1 

- (1\'lliiln l..iiXK Forrr. Mm. l<l87l B I 

BA.IBS. 
<X"rrae 

J\ lull umr .tnttudl rJrnlll~\ tM,rd on 1', hotu\ tlfr "'rrV,(J "'rrb pn 1r,u 
I I Q88 ddlil 1101 a\ ddabk' 
Sourct \k.lfli'V II)(()IJI(' of Households Fomrlres und Pm005 rn rtx' l nurd 
Slut~ 198i Cunrm Populal;l)fl Repons. Sertes P-6. so 162. Tablt 36 

Examining variation in child care wages by stall posi· 
tion reveals a very slight wage scale. Teachers and 
teacher/directors earned, on average. s 1.03 more per 
hour than did assistant teachers and aides. Little incen· 
th·e exists for teaching staff to obtain more education, 
training, or experience. As seen in the following chart. 
the only notable increase in wages occurred for college 
graduates. Yet this amount would not CO\'er the cost or 
that education. 

W,-\GES BY EDL'CATIO~.\L LE\'EL FOR DIFFERE~T 
TE:\CHI~G ST.\FF POSITIO~S 

H@lsctm 
or less 

CJ.~ 

Q A.'\SlSiam Teacters 

- Te.xMs 
- Tecrtlei'Ofect<X'S 

Most child care teachers. even full·time staff. recei\'ed 
minimal employment benefits. Out of the entire sample, 
two out of fh·e recei\'ed health co,·erage and one out of 
fh·e had a retirement plan. Other than sick leave and 
paid holidays. the only benefit offered to a majority or the 
staff was reduced lees for child care. Teachers earning 
the lowest wages received the fewest benefits. 

WOKKI~G CO~DITIOSS 

The tWO·th1rds of full-lime teaching staff were pa1d. on 
average. for 40 hours per week. But they averaged an 
additional four hours per week preparing curriculum. fund
raismg. or meeting with parents and stafl for no pay. 

seventy percent of the teaching staff worked wilhout a 
written contract. Forty percent had no written job descrip
tion. Only four percent were protected by a collective bar· 
gaining agreement. 

JOB S.\TISF.\CTION 
Although dissatisfied with the1r compensation. leach· 

ers expressed very high levels of satisfaction with the day· 
to-day demands of thetr work. Their greatest sources of 
grat1ficatton mcluded participating tn the growth and devel· 
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oprnen1 of ct11ldren. au10nomy on the JOb. and relations 
with colleagues. 

STAFF TURNOVEI 
Staff turnover ra1es were dislurbingly high. ,\cross all 

participating centers, directors reported an a\'erage, 
annual turno,·er rate of 41 percent. The follow·up calls 
revealed a staff turno\'er rate of 37 percent O\'er just six 
months. The number of direc10rs reporting no staff 
turno\"er in !heir center plummeted between 1977 and 1988. 

TEACHI:\G ST:\FF TIJR.~OVER: 1977 • 1988 

411 

19ii 1988 19i7 1988 
Dtrt>r:ors· Otrertors' 'crmrrs \ Ct'nlt'IS 
rt'pon ol repon of 1111h no ll'tlh no 

prr\10\J<; 12 iJit'IIOUS 12 rum01er 1.\1 IUfflOI('I 181 
month stall month stall 
tUI/l0\!'1 \.~1 IUfnOit'r t81 

i.\1 Sourer Oay (Qit' Ct'nlt'fS In IM (' S .~ ,\QIIOfiQ/ PIO/llt' 19i6-197i .\br 
.\.1\r,onales Cambnd~r \lass. 19i'8i~allonal Da) Cau: Stud\'1 
1A1 \attonal Child Cart' Srafhng Slud). wetghrrd data for companson wnh rhe 
~artooal Day Cdre Srudy 

Compared with starr who remained in their centers. 
lllo\c wllo left wcrr more hkrly 10 he new to thr field and 
to lirl\(' lr\.., ..,pcnalitrcl U.tllllllX Jlwy wor~rd lllll'lltrr~ 
Wltll lower qualily prcsclloollbut not mlanl) classrooms. 
as measured by the Deuelopmenrally t\ppropnate ~~Ciiully 
scale. Staff who left also showed less t\ppropriOle 
Caregn·mg in preschool classrooms and more Derached 
brha,·ior towards all ages of children. 
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How the .\dult Work Environment .\ffecrs nuno,·er 
The most important prediCtor of starr turnover. among 

the adull work em·ironmem vartables. was staff wages. In 
cenrers paymg lower wages. d1renors reported a larger 
share oltheir teachmg staff had left in the last 12 months. 
The follow-up telephone calls ro the teaching staff con· 
f1rmed these reports -actualturnorer rates were h1gher m 
centers pay1ng lower wages. Teaching staff earning s• 
per hour or less left their jobs at twice the rate of those 
who earned over 56. Close to three-quarters of those 
who left found better-paying jobs m early childhood or 
other fields. 

Tl~R."iO\'ER RATES FOR TEACHI~G ST.\FF WITH 
DIFFERI~G WAGES jSIX·MO~TH Tl'R.~O\'ER) 

How T\Jrno,·er Affects Children 
Iurno\'('f ~~ dt·nuncntal to dllldrt·n Children In crn

ters with higher turno\'er rates spent less rime engaged 
in social acrh·ifles with peers and more time In Aimless 
Wandering. They also ha_d lower Peabody Prcrure 
vocabulary Test scores compared with children in centers 
wrth more stable teachmg staff. 



VAIIATIDNIIN CENTEII 

CHARACTERISTICS OF CE~TERS 
Between 19ii and 1988. the average center enrollment 

increased from 49 to 84 children. Accordingly. the aver
age number of care givers per center increased from 8 to 
IS. For-profit centers constituted 41\ of centers in 1977 
as compared with 4 7\ of the centers participating in the 
~alional Child care Staffing Study. For-profit centers' 
share or total enrollment also rose from 3 7% in 19i7 to 
51' in 1988. Gowrnment funding as a proponion of total 
rnrnues dropped :rom 29% in 1977 to 1 7% in 1988. 

The racial composition of the children shifted in the 
last dcr(l<1e Wh1lr tht'rr were slightly more white" 163% \' 
70%) dnd fewer lllt~c~s 128% \'. 21%1 111 1988. there \\ere 
more non-whites from other racial groups 19% v. 13%). The 
age composition of the children also changed dramatical
ly. In 1977. 14% of the enrolled children were infants and 
toddlers uwo years old or youngen. In 1988. this figure 
had grown to 30\. Thus. the proponion of preschoolers 
shifted. dropping from 52% to 46% and the proportion of 
kindergartners and school-age children dropped from 35% 
to 23%. 

CHILD CARE E~'\'IROSMESTS 

Cemers in our sample provided a very wide range of 
child de\'elopment en\'ironments. Quality \'aried widely 
for each of our child developmenl environment measures: 
the Det•elopmenrally Appropriate AClil'ily score deri\·ed 
from En,·ironment Rating Scales. Rarios. and Group Sizes. 

Dnelopmrntally Appropriate Activity 
The average Developmentally Appropriale Acliviry 

scores were 3.17, 3.57. and 3.56 for infant. toddler. and 
preschool classrooms. respectively. A score or 3 indi· 
cates "minimally adequate· care on this measure; a score 
or s indicates ·good" care. placing the a\'erage classroom 
in the sample at a barely adequate level of quality. At 
least two-thirds or the classrooms. for all ages of children. 
fell below a scale score of 4. and. at most. 12\ of the 
classrooms met or exceeded the ·good· score of 5. 

Ratios 
The Federal Interagency Da~· Care Requirements rec· 

ommended rauos of 3 infanrs to 1 adult. 5 toddlers to 1 

adult. and 10 preschoolers to 1 adult. On a\'erage. we 
observed ratios of 3.9 infants to 1 adull. 5.8 toddlers to 1 

adult. and 8.4 preschoolers to 1 adult. While we obser\'ed 
3:1 ratios in 36\ of I he infant classrooms. 30% of the 
classrooms had ratios of 5:1 or worse. For toddlers. 46\ 

of the classrooms had ratios of 5: 1 or be Iter. but 22\ had 
ratios of 8:1 or worse. Preschoolers fared be11er: i6% of 
their classrooms had rauos of 10: 1 or be11er and only 1.4% 

had ratios of t 5:1 or worse. 

Group Size 
The FIDCR recommends group s1zes of no more than 

1 o infants to two-and a half·year-olds. 16 two-and a half to 
four year-olds and 20 four to six year-olds. On a\'erage. 
we observed group sizes of 7 .I for infants (under 1 year 
old). 9.6 for toddlers 11 and 2 year-olds) and 13.5 for 
preschoolers. Eighty-nine percent of the infant class
rooms. 63\ or the toddler classrooms. and 71' of the 
preschool classrooms had group sizes coinciding with the 
FIDCR recommendations. 

Staffing Patterns 
Most centers change thelf staffing arrangements during 

the course of the day. Between nine .\.~1. and five P.M .. 
one teacher was alone with the children in 55%. of infant 
and toddler classes and 57% or preschool classrooms. 
working alone. an infant teacher cared for 3 to 8 children. 
a toddler teacher cared for 3 to 14 ch1idren and a 
preschool teacher cared lor 6 to 22 ch1ldren. In approx1· 
mately IS\ of the classrooms. staff had no overlap at the 
beginnings and ends of their shifts. and thus no opportuni
ty to communicate information about the children. 

TEACHER-CHILD ISTER.\CTIOS 
The a\'erage AppropriOie Caregil'ing scores were 4.15. 

4.10. and 4.39 for infant. toddler. and preschool class
rooms. respectively. This places the a\'erage caregi\'ing in 
classrooms for all ages of children below a le\'el or quality 
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111a1 111d1cates ·good· rare 1a score of 51 on th1s scale. 
:\bout 30% of all classrooms me1 or exceeded the ·good" 
score of 5. 

From Quality Em·ironments to Teacher Beha,·ior 
Teachers in environments with high DeL•elopmemall!l 

.wproprwre ,-\ctll'il!l ratings and lower Ratios !i.e .. be11en 
were more Sensirit·e. less Harsh and less Derached when 
imeracting with the children. Con1rary to pre\'ious studies. 
group size did not predict teacher beha\·ior. 

CO~IP.\RISO~ WITH Ql'ALITY GIJDELI~ES 

Federal Interagency Day care Requirements 
How do centers that meet an acceptable threshold of 

quality dHfer from those which don't? To answer this 
question. every participating ch1ld care cemer was com· 
pared according to how they mel 1he three major pro\'i· 
sions of the 1980 FJDCR: ralios. group size. and teacher 
training. cemers that met all three provisions had staff 
with more formal education. higher le,·els of early child· 
hood education traming. and more experience. They also 
had more Det·elopmemaii!J.-\ppropriare .~crn•ir!l for all ages 
of children. 

Teachers in centers meeting the FIDCR pro,·isions 
were more Sensith·e, less Harsh, and engaged in more 
Appropriate Caregh·ing with the children, thus suggest· 
ing that standards may contribute to the creation of a 
warm and caring child care em·ironment. 

centers meeling the FIDCR pro,·isions paid better 
wages and pro,·ided better benefus. except for reduced 
fees for child care. Teaching staff in these centers rt~pon· 
ed higher levels of job sa1isfaetion. Finally. directors 
reported higher staff turno,·er in centers that did not meet 
the FIDCR prO\'ISions. Centers mreting the FIDCR provi· 
s10ns charged higher parent fees 
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COMP.\RISOS OF W:\GES, BE~EFITS, A.~D TCR.'iO\'ER IS 
CE~TERS THAT MET THE FEDERAL ISTER.\GESCY D.\Y 
CARE REQl'IREMESTS' (FIDCR) fRO\'ISIONS FOR 
R.\TIOS, GROCP SIZE, A.~D TR.\ISISG' (A) 

(t'nlt'rS Mt't'ting ~0 Ct'nters Mt't'tmg .\11 
FIOCR PrO\ ISIOnStBI FIOCR PrO\'iSIOnS 

.~\·t'ragr Hourly wage S4.43 S6.07 
:\nnual Turno\'er 
IDirt'ctors· Repom 65\ 32\ 

Pt'rcemagt' Rect'l\ mg 
Ht'alth Bent'htstCI 5\ 511 
:\nnual Days of 
SICk Lea\'e 3 da~·s 6days 
Pt'rct'mage Rt'Ct'l\·ing 
RrurriTlt'm Benrlits 2\ 24\ 

Pt'rcemagr Rt'Ct'l\'108 
Cost-of·ti\·,ng .\djustiTlt'nts 18\ 45\ 

Pt'rcrmage Recei\'ing 
Rt'duct'd Fee lor Child care ii\ 48\ 

A Da1a illt s1allrepons unless •ndlca1td 
8 21\ oC cemers mr1 all. 68\ met somt'. and II\ mr1 no FIOCR pr0\1SIOOS. 
c lncludt's parually and fullr paid ~al1h b('llt'fils 

Slate Regulations 
Sites vary dramaticall~· in the proportion of centers that 

met or failed to meet the FIDCR pro\'isions. This variation 
corresponds to the stringency of state child care stan· 
dards. Boston has very rigorous child care regulations 
whereas Phoenix and :\tlama have among the most lax. In 
BostOn. 46'll of centers met all of the FtDCR provisions: 
every center met some or the pro,·isions. In contrast. only 
7'll or the Phoenix centers met some of the provisions and 
20'll failed to meet any. Centers in Boston had higher 
,\ppropriare caregil'ing and Det•elopmentally AppropriOie 
AcriL'i'!l scores than did centers in Phoenix or Atlanta. 
There was a strong relation between stare regulations and 
observed ratios. Centers in Phoenix and Atlanta had 
worse ratios than cemers in other sites for children of all ages. 

Accreditation 
Fourteen of the 227 centers in each or our sites had 

completed the center accreditation process sponsored by 
the sational Association for the Education of Young 



Chtldrrn. These centers had srarr wilh more formal educa· 
tion. higher 1{·\·els of early childhood education training. 
and more expenence than non-accredited centers. 
:\ccrediled centers had more Del'elopmemally .\ppropnare 
ACiil•ily. more classroom staff. and beller infant and tod· 
dler Ratios. Teachers were more Sensitil'e and engaged in 
more ,-\ppropriare Caregil•ing. 

Accredited centers pa1d beuer wages and. with the 
excepuon of reduced fee child care. provided more bene· 
rits. .\ccrcdited centers were also more likely to provide 
regular cost·Of·linng increases. pa1d prepara1ion time and 
written job descriptions SlaH 1n accredited centers report· 
ed higher levels of salisfacuon wilh supervisor and direc· 
h>r relations but lower lnrls of satisfaction with their 
,tlllluy 10 resolve then own work <~nd family ronllirts 
:\!though accredited cemers d1d not charge parems higher 
fees than non-accredited centers. they did serve children 
from higher-income families. 

Auspices 
Differences characterized the four types or centers: 

independent. for-profit; chain. for-profit; non-profit; and 
church-sponsored. Educalionallevels and early childhood 
training were higher for teachers in non-profit centers than 
for teachers in either type of for-profit or church centers. 
Staff in non-profit centers had more experience than staff 
in for-profit centers. 

~on-profit centers had more Del'elopmentally 
:'.ppropriate 1\Ciil'ity than did independent. for·profit cen· 
tees. Non-profit centers also had better Ratios than either 
type of for-profit center. They had more teaching staff in 
tlw d,l'>~room lh.Hl any OIIIC'I oliJ<.pic (' .uu1 Wt'll' more hkt• 
ly to hd\'C two t~(Jult~ 111 a l lcl~~roorn dl any gi\Tn lime 

than either type of for-profit center. Non-profits were more 
likely to arrange overlapping shifts for staff than were for
pront centers. 

Teachers in non-profit centers were more likely to 
engage in .".ppropriare Caregit•ing than were teachers in 
the other types of centers. Teachers in independent. for
profit centers were more Harsh and less Sensilive than 

1eachers in other programs. 
~on-profit and church centers paid higher wages 

than did either t)·pe of for-profit center. son-profit cen
ters prO\'Ided b( :rer emplo} ment benefits. wuh the excep
tion or reduced fees for child care. than did church and 
for-pront centers. and church centers pro\'ided be11er ben· 
efits than did independent. for-profit centers. 

Both the six-month teacher turnover and the directors· 
report of the previous 12-month turno\'er were higher in 
for-profit centers than in non·profit centers. 

WAGES, BENEFITS, A.'iD Tl'R.'iOVER I~ CENTERS OF 
DIFFERENT Al'SPICES (A) 

Cham lndependenl. Son-profil. churm ~orr 
for proht for profit sponsored prolu 

------ ·--··-... ----------- .. .,_, ___ .. ____ _ 
!ln·rage Hourly 
wage S4 10 S476 S5 04 S6 40 
Annual Turno\·er 
!Directors· Repon) 74\ 51\ 36\ 301 
Perc~mage ReceiVing 
Health Benefits IBI 211 161 241 61\ 
Annual oars of 
Srck Leave 3 25 45 8 
Percemage Rt"Cei\'mg 
Reuremem Benefits 8\ S\ .13\ 34\ 

Percentage Recei\'ang 
Cost-ol·livmg 
AdjUSJnleOtS 14\ I~ 34\ 54\ 

Perce mage Recea\ mg 
Melli lncreasts 45\ 44\ 41\ 3~ 

Perce mage Recea\ 1ng 
Reduced Fee for 
Ch11d Care i6\ 65\ 54\ 50\ 

A Thrst dara art s1all rrpons 
B lncludrs parualh an<! lull\ pa1d hrat1h btntf11s 

These different 1ypes of cent~rs ha\'e the same finan· 
rial rrsourcrs hut rrccive funds 10 dtffrrent proportions 
~011 prolit < f'lltfl~ f('t nvnl .1 '>llt.tlln propor11111t ol tlwu 

incomes from parent fees 1591). compared with church·run 
(831) centers and both types of for-profit t87\l centers. 
The percentage of income from government funds 
accounted for this difference. ""ith the non-profi1s recetv· 
ing 33\ of their budget from this source. Partly as a result 
of this subsidy. non-profit centers had significantly larger 
O\'erall budgets than did the 01her centers. controlling for 
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101al enrollmem and proporrion of full-trme enrollment. 
Combined corporate and charitable funding accounted for 
just se\en percent or any r~·pe or cenrer's income. The 
fees that parents paid for child care diHered dramatically 
by sire and by age of child but not by auspice. 

MI:\IMCM AND MAXIMUM WEEKLY FEES FOR Ft:LL·TIME 
CHILDREN 

s 
g 
Ch 

!IIOTE: The rrun1mum and max1mum lets lor tact\ age group rrprrsenr I~ lowrsi 
and htgh(st a\·erage parent lull·tlme fee lound tn a smgle paruopaung sue. The 
m,wmum Ire IS COOSISiently rtlargrd 10 Boston .\lklma and PhotOIX marge tllr 
kll~t'SI Ires 

E,·en whrn budgets were adjusted for differences In 
ronrrihuted sparr, total enrollment, and proportion of 
full-lime rnrollmenr, both types or non-profit cenrers 
spent a higher proportion of rheir budgers on teaching 
staff than did for-profits. Non-profit and church-run cen· 
ters allocated 621 and 631 of their budgets to reaching 
starr salaries and benefits. respectively. For-profit cemers. 
~ndependents. and chains allocated 49\ and 41 '· respec· 
tively. Similar trends were found for percentages of bud· 
gers de\·ored to total personnel costs . 

. \ final distinction among rhe diffenng auspices con· 
rerns the socioeconomic status or their clientele as report· 
ed by center drrectors. Children from low-income families 
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were mosr likely 10 be m non-profu centers. In conrrast. 
children from m1ddle-income families were dlsproportional
ly found in for-profit cenrers. Children from high-income 
families were found primarily in non-profit centers and. ro 
a lesser extent. in independent. for-profit cemers. Church
sponsored centers tended to serve ch1ldren from low- and 
middle-income families. 

What do these differences among centers tell us about 
quality? '"uspice was the strongest predictor of quali!y. 
The second predictor of qualit~· for infants and toddlers 
was whether or not a frnrrr mrt the FIOCR prO\'isions 
The ~crond prnl1t tor ol q,,,11tt~ lor prt'srhoolns wa" 
NAEYC accreditation. The presence or government funds 
had little predicti\'e value. ~on-profit centers, regardless 
of whether they received government funds, pro,·ided 
better quality care than for-profit centers that did or did 
not receh·e government funds. 

FA.\IILY INCOME AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CARE 
Across numerous indicators of qualily, we found that 

children from middle·income families were enrolled in cen
ters of lower qualify than were children from low-and htgh
income families. Children from middle-income families 
were found in centers with worse staff<hild ratios. lower 
staff wages. and fewer staff with specialized training. 

According!~·. children from middle-income families 
were more likely to be in classrooms that were observed 
to offer less Oet,elopmentally Appropriate Acriuity and 
Appmwwrt• rmrgii'IIIQ. wuh only one exceptiOn 
Preschoolers from middle·mcome famtlies were in class· 
rooms with higher ratings of ,~ppropriare Caregiving than 
were preschoolers from low-income (but not high- incomel 
families. Children from high-income families experienced 
lower rates of staff turnover than did children from the two 
lower-income groups. 

These patterns in qualit~· of care correspond to income 
dtfferences in parent fees. Htgh-income families paid the 
highest fees. regardless of their child's age. Bur. non· 
subsidizfd. low-income families paid somewhat higher 
fees than did middle-incom~ ramtlies. 



RECOMMENDATIONS 

Withoul major improwments in their salaries and work· 
mg conditions. qualified teachers will continue to leave 
the child care field for jobs that offer a li\'ing wage .\clion 
is required at many different le,·els of society to meet lhe 
challenge of improving lhe adult work en\'ironment in 
child care and thus lhe developmemal em·ironment for 
millions or children. 

Parents are the starting pomt. They ha,·e the highest 
stake in improving the stability and quality of care for 1he1r 
children. They can imervene 10 impro,·e sen·ices by 
demanding 1hat federal and state go,·ernments. as well as 
1ndustry. increase their commitment of resources. Early 
ct1ildhood education professional organizations. resource 
and referral agencies. direCt semce pronders. training 
Institutions. advoca1es and. of course. teachers ha,·e an 
tfllJ)(Htilllt role to play 111 up}~r.Hhng tile qtlcllttv of .\mcuci!'S 

< tuh1l ar<' 

Five major recommendations emerged from the find
mgs of the Salional Ch1ld Care StaUing Study. The !irsl 
three recommendalions. focusing on public and pri,·ate 
resource allocation and regulation. are directed toward 
federal and state governments and employers. The last 
1wo recommendations are aimed at prO\'Iders of direCI and 
support services 10 child care. including businesses. and 
1m·olve rederining praclices and priorities within the early 
childhood education field. Suggestions about how to 
achieve these changes are listed below each 
recommendalion. 

1. Increase child care teacher salaries to recrui1 and 
retain a qualified child care work force. 
• Establish salary levels that are competitl\'e with 

other occupations requiring comparable educa
tion and training 

• f".mnttrk fund<, fm ~.tlilry rnll.lfll rnH 111 111 all 

new and current ltl1eral and state allotrncnts for 
ch1ld care. 

• Increase !he federal mmimum wage and ensure 

tlli\1 11 rmers ,1!! ctlilrl r,1rc lt'iKilt'rS 1n nr1~rr 10 
fell~(' IIH' '.cllclr\ llonr Ill t !11ld ( drt· t l'!llrr~ 

• Encourage SlgnJIICJrH Ill\ c~1ment ol IIC\'o ~ubhr 

and pri\ ate resources for child care to hrlp low
and m1ddle-income famll1es meet the cost of 
imprOH'd salaries rn their ch1ld care programs. 

• Establish reimbursement ra1es for all publicly· 
funded child care that reflect the full cost of 
care based on impro,·ed salarres for teachers 
Designate state le,·el commissions to regularly 
assess chrld care reimbursement rates. 

• Systematize federal. state. and local efforts to 
collect da1a on the child care work force. 

2. Promote formal education ami training opponuni· 
ties for child care teachers to improH their abili· 
ty to interact effecti\'ely with children and to ere· 
ate de,·elopmentally appropriate en\'ironments. 
• Dc\Tiop CciHTr ladder~ Ill d11lcl rart· progr,trn'-. 

to rc""ard t'dUl <~lion am1 tri:lHHng Jnd erH (JtH· 

age continumg educauon for allle' els of teach· 
mg staff. 

• Include resources for specialized earl~ ch1ld· 
hood education trammg in all ne"" publiC and 
pri,·ate funding for child care. 

• Expand current federal and staie college loan 
deferment programs for elementary and sec· 
ondary school teachers to include early child· 
hood teachers seeking specialized training at 
1he college level 

• Establish a national tra1ning fund 10 pro,·1de 
education stipends to tndr\'lduals currently 
employed m a chtld care senmg and seekmg two
year and graduate degrees in early childhood 
education. 

3. Adopt Matr and fnlrrdl .,tttndards for adul1 ( hild 
ratios, staff training. education, and compensa· 
t ion in order to raise the floor of qua lit)· in 
American child care centers. 
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• Implement national regulations based on the 
FIDCR provisions and ~.\EYC ,-\ccreditation 
Project criteria. 

• Requue states seeking federal child care dollars 
to adopt national guidelines. 

• Encourage child care centers to participate in 
~.-\EYC's Center .-\ccreditation Project. 

4. Develop industry standards for the adult work 
cm·ironment to minimize the disparities in quality 
between types of child care programs. 
• Dr,·ote a minimum or 60~ or center budgets to 

rcartun~ personnel nprntluures in order to 
llltllllltiiU cHlc'CJII.II(' '>dltlllt'~ ciiHl 10 ft'dU<t' 

turnover. 
• Pro\'ide an employment benefits package for all 

teaching personnel which includes paid health 
coverage. a retirement plan. paid sick leave. 
\'acations and holidars. and an annual cost-of· 
li\'ing adjustment. 

• Implement policies that include regularly sched· 
uled paid time for curriculum perpetration. starr 
meetings and in-service train1ng. 

• Charge higher fees for services and create slid· 
ing fee schedules to assure equity in the per· 
cemage of family budgets dedicated to child 
care expenses. 

• Encourage child care teachers to join profes· 
sional organizattons and untons commilled to 
improrin~ their compensation and working con· 
Ill I lOllS 

• Crt'dtc ~ll<lmg Ire st die mcmiJcrstup rates to 
encourage lower·paid chtld care teachers to join 
proressional organizations. 

s. Promote public education about the importance 
of ade-quately trained and compensated teachers 
in child care programs to secure suppor1 for the 
full cost of care. 
• Include information about the significance or the 

adult work en\'ironmem 111 all child care train1ng 
programs. 

• Encourage Resource and Referral .\gencies to 
develop materials to assist parents in assessing 
the aduh work em·tronment. compensation le\'· 
els and turnover rates when e\'aluating the qual· 
it~· or child care services. 

• Establish impro\·ing compensation as the top 
priorit)' ror the public education efforts or pro 
ressional organizations in the rield. 

• Encourage state and federal go\'ernmental agen· 
cies to educate parents about quality child care 
by drrrlopmg a checklist for raring renters m 
regard tO Wilgf'S. titUlO\ l'r clll<l ~ldff -dllld I ,11111~ 

• 
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CONCLUSION 

:\midst the child care debate racing our nation. a con
sensus is emerging that high quality early childhood ser· 
\'ICes are essential to the developmental and economic 
well-being or our children and families. The ~ational Child 
care Staffing Study raises serious concerns abour the 
quality of serYices many :\merican children receive. But 
our findings also clearly indicate how ser\'ices can be 
1mproved if. as a society. we will de\'Ote the necessary 
rrsourn.·s to accomplishing this. :\meuca depends on 
t tuld cart· teachers our future depends on valuin~ them. 
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